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k, R o C B S D I N G S

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER; W© will hear argument next 

la No. 75-3.3 34, J©rry Lana Jurek v„ Texas, and No. 75-58441 

Stanislaus Roberts v. Louisiana.

Mr. Amsterdam, you may proceed whenever you ©r®
ready.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF ANTHONY G. AMSTERDAM, ESQ.,

ON BEHALF OF PETITIONERS

MR. AMSTERDAM!: Thank you, Mr. Chief Justice, and 
may it pleas© the Court:

As I know the Court has already been informed, during
4

the first hour I shall be presenting the argument for the 

petitioners in both Jursk v. Texas and Roberts v. Louisiana , 

and the respondents in both of those two cases will then reply 

seriatim during the next hour.

Sine© these ©re fee first of five cases in which the* 

Court will be considering the constitutionality under the Eighth 

Amendment of varying forms of capital punishment, it may ba 
useful at tla outset to give tha Court a brief description of

of capi ■ s country, statutes

ev - ;fe .if • of '03 representative character of tha five

thfet are now before the Court.
I;,: ' 0.. ' . "0-3 ' very go in Uo-foo ; o.

grounds, and.I think it is useful for the Court to know hew



s
ths.se» assess fit. against the total picture of capital legisla

tion in the country.

Siace the Court's 1972 decision in Furman, capital 
punishment statutes have been enacted in 35 states, of which 34 

are now in effect because the Illinois Supreme Court Sian struck, 

down the constitutionality of that state's death penalty 

statute on a variety of state and federal grounds..

QUESTION: Didn’t the Massachusetts court also strike 

down its statute?

MR. IMSTERDAM: Yes, Mr. Justice Stewart# but that 

>mr*. a pre-Fijnecm statute, end I wil.1 come to tb.csa is just ■• .■
moment, if 1 may.

QUESTION: I see.

MR. £>iSTBR2AM: 1 am talking only about the statutes 

a nirna inr its f^kiral , if cour-na ;■

pt!j>ii3hsid with 1 nsih certain killings in -the course s£ air 

piracies.

■

. ich is, .mad® capital from th© federal statute, .on 

the cae hand, which is a narrow oss, or the statute in' Rhoda 

Island, which punishes murder by prison inmate, to b 

statutes which mzks *11 first eagres murder punishable by or nil 

ond saaieti-ttcs obhar arbiis ns wall,

■ tutes which this Court mi
' '
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s&y, largely ©at <?£ the piotea nc#/, because they 1 :d either 

been superseded by new legislation, as in Ohio, Rhode Island, 

and Virginia, or in Massachusetts where they were not, the 

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has invalidated as cruel 

and inhumari punishment the pre-Furman rape-murder statute in 
that jurisdiction, so we ar «basically talking today about the 

34 post-Furman statutes, or 35.
Now, these assume a variety of forms, but I think 

•they can fairly b& characterised into four major categories. 

First, of all, there 'are the statutes which involve a bifurcated 
trial, a two-stags' trial proceeding, during tih© first of whirl: 

the jury determines whether the defendant la guilty of a •crime 

defined as capital, and in the-second stag© of which the jury 

considers or the judge considers — and this may differ from 

jurisdiction to jurisdiction, or there be an advisory jury — 

a list of aggravating circumstances and a list of mitigating 

'.’ircuTAStrvccss, or tfc-jrc may just be aggravating circumstances, 

i:\ Georgia, with n© listed mitigating circumstances. But 

i unique characteristic of this group of states is a weighing 
aggravating and mitigating circumstances are 

pporiijt to loly/: >: 5 ir. -os wag to dot®rrairj-3 their urf'f:iy;i£r g-
y penalty ©£ death.

there are eight states which had that kind ©f 
statute, of which statutes of Florida and Georgia are now before 
the Court, are quito representative*
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The second of the four categories are statutes which 

require a finding of some specified fact or circumstance or a 
condition in addition to the elements of the crime described 
as a capital crime which has to be found, which must b© found 
in order to support the imposition of capital punishment.

Mow, these statutes sometimes have a two-stage pro
ceeding, a bifurcated ‘trial, sometimes they have a one-stag© 
proceeding, sometimes, as in Wyoming, they have both, that is, 
depending on the crime, but the important characteristic here 
is that there is no weighing or balancing process, inquiries 
made whether a particular circumstance and aggravating feature 
«vi3-i.ru if it cio&s, then the death penalty is to be imposed.

Sometimes there is a provision that if an aggravat
ing circumstance is found# but a mitigating circumstance is 
al5*o found. that the daath penalty shall not be imposed. This, 
is the federal statute, for example, the air piracy statute, 
arid Texas is & very good example ©f this kind of thing, in 
Taxus, c,a w© will as,3 shortly whaa wo get to the Texas statute, 
it i: not enough to convict the defendant of capital murder in 

to him to death. In addition t© that, thrss
rs submitted to the jury, and life 

or 6Uoio depends «r» the answers to those three questions.
be is the representative 

the Court now. It looks 
its facs ■ l • i
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category .because It. has this; rather unique feature about de- 

tar in :;ring whatht&r ther© Is a. probability that the d-@ffe3ada.Kt 

would engage in a continuing course of criminal violence and 

would mss 3. clanger to society# but it la interesting that the 

Texas Court of Criminal Appeals has read into it seme of dte 

ALI aggravating and mitigating circumstances by saying fch&t you 

answer that question by saying whether ''the defendant acted 

under duress, whether tbs defendant had emotional troubles ana 

that sort of thing,' so Texas is a fairly representative statuto 

of this second group. Now, that has nia© states in it, plus 

the federal statute*

All right, now, the third group of capital statutes s 
The third group are statutos where again capital puaishi&sat. 
turnr :ui finding sc-aw particular designated fact or eoMihlon. 
lad har© iL. fart :: a aiidior is built into tfe© defi tetter

of the crime, and here we always have.

Let ferial by definition. And what we ar® talk! 

about is states in which: something narrower than first degree 

ranter is j/imisMlic by death. It may h© celled capital 

murdezr, it may b© first degree murder in fiV® situations, but 

the jury has to find at a single verdict trial whether the cas® 

tel.lx within those sitrteteora,

Herr ikmrt are 11 states, and the Louisiana stated© 

is perfectly exemplary of those states.

m fi
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statutes making all first dagres murder capital? using the 
fairly common traditional outlines of first degree murder, 
that is premeditated and deliberated murder, felony murder, the 
usual what has always been, with some local variation, first 
degree murder in this country, and there are seven states in 
■that category. And, of course, North Carolina is represent l 
in that.

x{ bottom line 'is obviously that this Court is seeing 
in tlis five statu fees that, ere before the Court, although all of 
these statues vary bit by bit, a fair representative set of the 
capital punishment statutes which are, now in effect in this
country.

Now, 1 would like to make on© minor point and then 
three major ones about that general description. My minor point 
is fchvt the? ?o statutes which are summarized in the appendices to 

i to be looked at with some caution in mind, be~ 
.-?? :x r'ig; t. xviy do not fully reflect the local nor gwgri 
if.'-: application of the death penalty.

c th© Georgia statute ia 1?.:??\ ;
after a conviction of a capital offense, the court shall resum© 

tho ''.rial ft.id hold a penalty trial. But in fact m kaov, suaS 

the briefs demonstrate, that the solicitor at that point can 
simply waive the death penalty and there will be no penalty 

trial„

.
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amicus curiae in this case points out that the similar Colorado 
practice is simply to stipulate not to have a penalty trial.
That practice is used in Texas as well, so that there are a 
variety of outlets that don't appear on the face of the statute, 
and when tlx© Court examines the description of the statutes, 
it ought to be aware of that.

Secondly, there are, of course, general principles of 
criminal procedure that make these statutes work differently 
than they look on their face. A good example is California, 

where in theory, again, after the defendant is convicted of a 
capital crime, the court, if ’the so-called special circumstances, 
aggravating circumstances are alleged in the indictment, shall 
convene a penalty jury. However, it is a general principle of 
California criminal procedure, under 1131 subdivision 7 of the, 
Appeal code, test a trial judge has completa discretion t©
.ririan from an indicimini: allegations cf factual matter?* which 

fcy, so that the aggravating circumstances can fos 
ctruck out "it vie iiv ernhion ©£ the court.

X simply want to give a sens© that -the statute should 
as written. And there are a couple of rather 

-kviovc prepositions. One, the statutes arcs tidier in print 
tv/cA shay ire in operation; and, number two, they .are a lot.

' y will b® if 'they go or 
v ' . ■ ■

system to develop shortcuts and outlets and that sort of thing.
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made ?

Now, there ar® three major points that need to be

First, the me of the death penalty at this point in 

time is therefor® characterised ia this country by elaborate 

winnowing processes, involving a selective screening of cases 

potentially subject to the death penalty, and an array of out

lets for avoiding the actual use of the death penalty tid their by 

the second stage penalty proceedings in which aggravating as! 

mitigating circumstances are either balanced or adjudicated, 

or els© by definitions of fcfca capital crime which narrow the 

capital crime and set it off from others along often intangible 

and impressionistic lines«

tic cesarast I think is striking batw®@n capital 

punishment a» it is authorized by the.se statutes: and th©

m&lty .'known to our law, life 'imprisonment, where 

if you look you will find —•*

QUESTION: Mr. Amsterdam, what did you say it rme, 

lika what, vh-t saeok.d mc-st —

ME. lASimom? Life imprisonment.

QUESTION; You deuri think this is compelled by tl-,® 

hold ing in S’urman ?

Lx. AMSTERDAM: 1 ;n sorry?

QUESTIONs You don't, think this is compelled by ear

■

■ - I ■ yi at the
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was to draw a -factual distinction between the ways in which the 

state statutes use capital punishment and us® life imprison

ment. It is tii© ultimate thrust of my argument? yes, but I 

am —

QUESTION: And all I am saying is or asking is wasn’t 

this compelled/ this very thing compelled by our holding in the 

prior cai®?

MR. AMSTERDAM: No, I don’t think that it was neces

sarily, Mr. Justice Blackman, that is the way the states chose 

to use capital punishment. The decision to have a very narrow 

class of cases to draw lines, to have aggravating and mitigat

ing circurastance3 - I think the very variety of responses in- 

•dicate that the states could have responded by making all crimes, 

including -jssrtalking, punishable mandatory by death. That 

would have been a response to Furman as well.

tfcQ particular form which the response took was not 

dicti.t^td ty Furman, although of course the response was a 

response to Furman.

QUESTION: Air© you surprised that wa have these new

statutes?

MR. AMSTERDAM: No, but I think it is remarkable even 

mission doesn’t basically turn on the nature of 

t-lviir legislative slap®, I think it is significant, that tte 

statutes are as narrow as they are, and the contrast I am seek

ing to moke* is rsfcssrn 2if© imprisonment statutos, which mii^c
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iri 52 juri&dicticns ia this country, for 403 crimes, without; 

all of theses ©laborat® post, hock justifications, special cir

cumstances , trials, the aggravating and mitigating circum

stances , and the very narrow roster of capital crimes, all ess- 

crusted with sad surrounded by procedures which permit 

selective application and, to draw the bottom line, wholesale 

evasion of- the previsions of the death penalty statutes.

QUESTIONS And, of course, selective application is 

what you argued before twice, isn’t it?

HR. AMSTERDAM: Yes.

QUESTION: And you can’t have been surprised if you 

read, the opinions ©f 1972 because this kind of thing was fore

cast at least in cm® opinion.

MR. AMSTERDAM: The. suggestion was certainly wide 

slatures might respond this way, and what I am 

describing simply is, I think, something that on® might not

predicted. We choose the perpetuation of a whole array of 

■ .d/vv.iota-; for .selectivity after Furman. You might have ©s- 

peeled simply that the states would com© back and enact 

:: vedatory death penalty statutes. For the most part, th-ay have 

For the most part, they have eerie back with these highly 

.: liberate. seif artieulatefi wiaviswing devices.

ttrw, I m -rot suggsatia-g far a moment, Mr. Juftios 

Blackmon, I think 7' • sory statute is mandatory in any
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mumsafc. But in specific answer to the question, I do think 
that the fcrrm th*v the rtepuiun havr assumed is Indicative of 
something less than a broad based acceptance of ths death

alty in our society as a regular part of the penal armamen
tarium of American society.

Life imprisonment, yes, broadly accepted, generally 
accepted, bo particular care to winnow it down. But when the . 
death: penalty is involved, all of these selective procedures«

Mow, ay second major point is that in addition to 
these winnowing devices, there ar© other procedures in every 
state, and here 1 come back to the mandatory death penalty 
statute, so-called mandatory death penalty statutes, which 

Mitiomal outlets through which potentially capital 
cases can b© processed to non-capital conclusions, and the 
death penalty can b® averted from sot© defendants while being 
applied to other defendants ia indistinguishable cases on un
accountable grounds.

Some of these procedures are unique to capital cases. 
tl statutes may provide that in order to charge 

a capital crime, there must be special allegations in the 
ir lictment which the prosecutor can simply choose not to in- 
f"!::, ScLici of th©3e procedures are not unique to capital

■ on-capi »ital cases, but
they assume particular importans© in capital cases, such as 
commutation, for example, where the action has always been on
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th© death cas®, the afct©nfcion, the focus of concern, tin® in

tensity and all that sort of thing, or the procedures very 

commonly found in jurisdictions where otherwise lesser offenses 

are not submitted generally. At a capital trial, a judge will 

always as a matter of routine give the jury the lesser options 

so that it can let the defendant off the death penalty.

Soma of these outlets and procedures are common in 

all cases, but assume a particular character and significance 
in capital cas-as, for a variety of reasons, which I am going to 

corns back to, but the most important of which is that the life 

death decision is inevitably enormous cut of all proportion to 

the factual differences in•the particular cases in which the 
choico of life or death. Is mad® and the nature of the decision 

by the judge or jury to kill a human being, involvas an intensa 

unique indetesatory judgment that has to b© mad® in the often 

■ e r -• ;*.ra-ha-■;; 1 re & of {. captta 1 trial.

how, tli© third poire — and this will lead me. into 
the constitutional issues specifically — about the general 

.tutes is that I think the differences among the 

states are bass impressive than the similarities. Although the 

states differ* in technical detail, th® government *3 briaf X 

think is ric i icun pre:o.a/rat:Lee ir talking c

ly about all of thaw, describing all of the ad^iaietratior 

of criminal justice in this country as providing, if you will, 

the road to death with avenues of discretionary mercy shooting
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off from th© begii ing of the process to the end. The avenues 

are different in' the different jurisdictions, they work differ

ently as a technical matter, but basically the sameness, the 

remarkable sameness of this process appears in all of the five 

rc-Kcerds and all of th© fivs statutas that this Court hm ar.-l 

in the other statutes as? wall.

How, that brings.me to the two constitutional sob- 
miss ions which ar© mad© by petitioners Jerry Lane Jurek and. 

Stanislaus Roberts #■ these two cases, and by the petitioners. in 
the companion oases . &M tbay are, first, that death 
imposed pursuant to'systems of arbitrary, selectivity of this 
sort ar© uncor ' under' Furman, the square holding of
the Furman dec i i ... rightly concede compels that result? and, 
Sbbbrdly', iiafc a,-;... a'/ a,a,.? 'abb:? specific holding in Furnas, tb? 

dentil maalty as? it is 'anal or as it is proposed bo h® xm&& 
tobsy is ?:n crrsl pualshmnt when it is asssaacb
ag b* history- of .this country ’s use of tin punishment in
this century.

these are separate .contentions., although they are 
■ ad. And in pert three of our brief in Jurats, we 

b relationship as b@st we can between
arc-yraib:^.

" ■ " ....... Lf I Lad y
. sure. 'I . '

Lt
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what does- that qualification mean, if anything?
MR. MiSTMX-KU Mr. Justice Stewart, I misspoke. my

self. •• I said tha death penalty as it is used. Until somebody 

dies, it will not be used. And all 1 meant by the qualifica

tion was tha states are proposing to use it in these cases. I- 
thought the qualification important because we still do' not 

know how these statutes will be used. Executive clemency, 

further proceedings, that sort of thing, remains. All I 'mast 

to say was that we are challenging in our second contention th® 
forms of law under which it is now proposed to execute people 
in th© United States.

QUESTIONs I thought your second contention was 
broader, that the execution of a death sentence upon conviction 
ia i&:" F/rztv, a pgoooo, convicted of «any crimes, is liras! sad 
unusual punishment, a© 'matter what the technique, whether it 
hs sloetrocroior! or hanging or shooting or th© gas chamber, 
ass as i!Siti'.s'c ssricus offans®. and no matter how mid?: 
of a ccmpletaly fair trial he may have bean given. Now, isn’t 
that your point?

MR,. AMSTERDAM: That is precisely the second conten
tion, yes.

QUESTIONs That is what X thought.
QUESTION: Mr. Amsterdam, both of your major poi:: 

or® ligofch AaKO'..oor:at. argiimsynt®, rrsoft they, or not?

>AM: Oh, yes, they are both cruel and
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unusual punishment arguments and nothing ©Is©,

QUESTIONs But your point/ X take it? the point you 

have mad© on both of these aspects is that there .can be no 

statu.-te by a state or by the Congress that would meat the prob

lems posed by the two separate opinions which did not join the 

plurality in Furman, is that right?

MR, AMSTERDAM s I would distinguish/ Mr, Chief Justics, 

between oar two arguments. X think that the first argument 

does not necessarily assert that proposition. X think that the 

first argument asserts that “-and that is why we have turned 

out 40, 50, 60 paga briefs in each of these states — that an 

accurate, appropriate assessment of the way th® criminal justice 

system functions under the laws of @ach of these states, demon

strates a quality of selected decision-making-which is arbitrary 

koth in its pctsmcy, its potentiality, and in fact in the way 

aerates-, which brings th© capital punishment 

cfr:.tutac of sts/baa within th® two opinions • to which Yaur

Sonor refers. That dess not necessarily say that no other 

•tut® could ever be drafted or any other procedure might not 

be com© up with that might meat it.

The second argument, ■—

QUESTIONs I'got intimations that you thought that 

since there is always an initial discretion on the part ©£ tbs 

pr'--secutor and that -him other at the far end a powsr of

6ncy by an executive* 'that if those two things were present.
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then no statutes; cas, meet tfe&ss standards.
MR. AMSTERDAM; I would eventually take ta© position, 

Mr. Chief Justice, that on© or the other or certainly both of 

those two things in combination would render a statute bad 

under th© first of our two arguments, but that is not a position 

that needs to b© taken in this case because in both tha Jrek 
case and th© Roberts: case, and in tha next three cases coming 

up, we have prosecutorial charging discretion, prosecutorial 

charge reduction discretion, discretion by a jury in a guilt 

phase and soxaetimas in a punishment phase, and in addition dia- 

oration at th* commutation stag© where it may be, as in 
Louisiana, you don’t even have to formally have commutation, 
you don’t have an execution unless th© governor signs a warrant.

Fur;, wk<2& all of tbosa things are in tha system, ear 
Contention is that the two opinions to which Your Honor refers 
■a-iitluw the death penalty .

QUESTION; l take it you are going to tell us why you

think so?
MR. AMSTERDAM: Pardon iv*, Your Honor?

CUSSTIONs I take it you are going to tell us why you
think so?

MR. AMSTERDAM; Yes,, At the moment 1 am responding
tO ""

;.tu'Q7----:y vcjl,

MR. AMSTERDAM: — X will get there, and indeed I hop®
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to get there right zsow* Let me describe the Texas statute for 
the Court.

«Just osa© word before I do, and this is in the nature 
of kind of an index through the briefs. I just want to point 
out that the primary briefing of this argument is in part, few© 
of the Fowler brief, that w® did not repeat those arguments —
X know it is difficult to read# and I apologize for that. We 
thought it would be more difficult if the Court had t© read tfca 
:3auie thing six different times.

The major argument about discretio a. and why we think 
that the syr 'hem is brought within the holding of Furman is 
mad® in part two of the Fowler brief. There is in the appendis; 
to the Jrek brief# at pages 2-21 to 2-42, a further development 
of that argvneeist i::-. tenas of the theoretical basis -that m 
thought we didn't have to establish again after Furman, but* 
since .the government, has made a somewhat veiled challenge to 
Furman itself, we thought it was worth repeating and laying 
before the Court again.

The tfcsorshieal principi® that perhaps the most im- 
ortiat fur,aides. that tha Eighth Amendment in a, desr:r-

cr - ic soci.©£y is ta protect against penalties which are cast 
in ;aoh a form that through discretion in their use thoy qzm m 

applies idle ly to a nt leal few, s® that

iiff found, 1
3
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Jurek appendix.

Kowr til© Fowler is written in terms of premeditated 

and deliberated -murder. However, I just want to call the 

Court's attention to -fch© fact. that in the Woodson-Waxfcon briar, 

the Horth Carolina brief, we draw the parallel between felony 

murder and the other kind of murder. We thought it was most 

useful to draw that parallel there because the Court could thus 

compare North Carolina laws to both felony murder and pre

meditated and deliberated murder.
/

had finally, part two of '111® Jurek brief and part 

two of the Roberts brief discuss the specific procedures in 

hZ\i ir©T,s that, ’ w® challenge.

Kow, Mr. Justice White, with my apologias for hc©'i:^g 

gone amiss, let me come back and answer Your Honor’s question,

is the critical question I think. Let me 

&3.-3crib® the hM.:::© ©Isists involved in Jurek.

©ha he;;**© rrXu-rjt© in a bifurcated trial ©ferter';© 

which capital tri*.X is divided into two stages. The firsh ir 

to d©tsrmi: hi guilt and to detarmrs specifically whethsr Xih

defined as capital murder, or which make his crime punish

able by death or life imprisonment.

If he is found to fall within on© ©f those five 
categories, then there is a second stag© at which the life or 

i is Lesion
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to the jury to answer. Let me start by describing the second 
stage, the so-called sentencing proceeding,, not because this 
is the only stage at which arbitrary selectivity enters into 
the choic© of those who live and die, but because an examina
tion of that stage will point, up how little change has in fact 
been made- from the statutes zb they existed in Texas and slua- 
where prior to Furman.

i-.-! first thing I want 'to note is that at the outset 
>£ a Texas capital trial, the jury is death qualified, required 
to be death qualified by statute, and it is required to be told 
prior to trial that, the question of life or death is in issue, 
iwi tl© Ter Court of Criminal appeals has held' that Purscaa 
governs that death qualification for reason I think that is 
quite important, realistically, in assessing the Texas statute, 
sad I reior to the Hovlla case, which is cited at page 48 in 
the footnote of our brief, in which the Texas court held that 
fnrar.si was applicable because, it said, the fact remains that 
t- a : •; sill l;rr that. vipir to the specific qw@aticr©
submit i at the penalty phase will determine whether the da

rt is to be punished by death or life imprisonment.
©;• nry lira ll.::; jrryte ir Id saefc b© rlf"©b; :

; toward the death penalty as a punishment for 
or bn© simply berraa© they will not bring forth the ultimate 

Let, si ■ w' attaches deiat!
■fa fseluHl. ©©srtiffiss* would b© to disregard the obvious»
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Mow, in petitioner's case —

QUESTION-: TCould b@ to disregard the obvious?

MR. AMSTERDAM: Disregard th© obvious. In other 

words, fen® court is saying, look, everybody knows that when th® 

jury answers these questions —

QUESTION: All right.

MR. AMSTERDAM: Isa petitioner's case, the following 

pracesdings occurred,' and these are one of these marvelous 

things that lets th® cat out of the bag, on page 62 of ‘the 

brief. During th© death qualification of the jury, th© judge

says to th© jury, trying to figure out — esq?lain to them why

- ' ■ ■

up'-,-:, to a/aewar, whether it is two or three,- you- must answer 

tora uhanir^iusly, if vLay ar® going to answer 'them in fell® 

affir/Rofeivca. la cibur words, you must answer them yes, if it 

is your decision that the death penalty should ’be invoked by 

tha court, not by .you. Ife is mandatory on the part of the jv.K/.w 

to ar,t-:,r the seutencsiv

In other rbids;, under this- mandatory scheme in wbictf 

•‘Specific factual quas.tiohs ar® being submitted to the jury,

ig® is paying to the jury is, if ife is your decision 

that feh-a defendant should be sentenced to death, by the law, 

then answer th© questions yes. You know, this is the way in 

which is fact th®, 

is foot feh® si,::.':-;uw cporvfe®.
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GUS3TXGR% Is it always the same jury ia. Taxas, Mr, 

Amsterdam, la both phases ©f the procedure —

MR. AMSTERDAM! Yes.

QUESTION: — always the same, by law, the same jury?

MR. AMSTERDAM: Yes.

QUESTION: It can't ho a sscoaad jury for the -«*

MR. AMSTERDAMs Texas law anticipates ok© jury.
Now, two of these three questions — and, of course, 

the relevant questions are set out at page 8 of petitioner's 

brief — two of the three relevant questions that are submitt®! 

for tiie jury's consideration at the penalty phase are submitted 

in every case, without regard to the evidence. And on© of them 

is submitted if it is raised by the evidence.

Now, the first questions, running to question three, 

whether the conduct of fch® defendant causing death was committed 

deliberately arS. with reasonable expectation that death v&i2Z 
result, and whether, there was provocation, are questions which 

the jury has already answered before finding the defendant 

guilty of capital murder, because the definition of the 

r-squires a resolution of both of those issues.

Rho :c€o:-'-o;; /.oat Rcoo:o£t dispats tliio hit oiEvoly .op
in its brief fch be illogical to rephrase sub-

«
stanti ally the sams queation ansthsr way before loosing fchs 

death penalty, given the infinite variety of human conduct and 

hot imprecision of tho human Language.
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Th® plain fact r<s®ains, however, that the jury is 

being «.eksd. to use the a an,:; criteria both to put people into 

the class c-f capital murders and then to distinguish among 

those in the class' with the result that this is a clear invita' 
tie» to the jury to deal inconsistently with fch® fasts in its 

supposedly factual answers to supposedly factual questions, if 
it- wishes to spare the defendant’s life.

The second statutory question is whether 'there is a 
probability that the defendant would commit criminal acts of 
violence that would constitute a, continuing threat to society.

Now, X arrmofc going to rehash the obvious probl<*«s 
with that question# which were noted both by the dissenting 

opinions of two cr.' the* five judges of the. -Texas' Court of 

Appeals and have been noted in Professor Black's 

- •» but oihk thing that I do want to hammer home, 1 thin'.-: it 
1; awful important, is i think that the way these statutes 
oyerars is fch© real'- "aswr to Mr. Justice White's question fed 

the real answer to 'hh.es consistency of these new statutes with

1 fcbrrwi it is important to hammer hem© how this
record chowo this precision iu going to bs employed, in this 

■
defendant , that thsra was a probability that the defendant

;

cons i
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the fact that A© defendant had committed a capital murder, 
which, of cours©, is t:ca& in all cases? and, two, the oae line 
aa&rssy opiri o- ' .;£ fear local citissas in the community that 
the defendant's reputation for peace and good order were bad.

Hew, tills case was triad under this statute exactly 
tl:© way it, would have been.tried before Furman, Tha state's 
position was simple, the defendant was a reprobate, the 
defendant killed the daughter of a local peace officer, the 
defendant ought to die. Those propositions have nothing to do 
with -the issues submitted under the Texas statute which 
thtcreticallv guide ''dim jury's sentencing decision, in fact,

• determined life or death. And the ironic thing, 
tl ' tr.dr,g tt.it nc: devastating is that you can't ©van
challenge ifa® jury's finding because th© question to which it 
responds ie so Kaaniqyless.

c«3, bs-j cs this record that the jury in this ccsi 
■found, without sufficient evidence, that the defendant was 
guilty of capital murdar on the' theory of attempted forcible 
rape. I nu.--.ij:., tV:, is a question that has meaning, and fch& 
answer to it is that the evidence here is not sufficient. That 
i- idL/l of a qrrefier you can challenge and .answer.

But how c-tHi you, even on the absurd basis on which 
thi s jury e©rd©nm@d

■ "
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there is a probability that the defendant may engage in future 
criminal conduct that may be a danger to the community?

The question is devoid of intelligible meaning. I 
mean, the answer is unchallengeable and, Mr. Justice White, 
that is one cf the reasons why this statute is exactly where 
we were in Furman. The issue of life or death is simply com
mitted to th© unfettered power of the jury without account
ability or review, h. determination being mad® and the answer to 
supposedly factual questions which are simply predicted judg
ments as di-i guises f ;r a determination for life or death, no 
less fro©, no lass'unfettered, no less arbitrary than prior to 
Furman.

l-’c.v, this : halt sentencing discretion is itself 
bc:h proceeded rM f tlleml indar Taxas procedure by a series 
of other equally arbitrary decision-making processes that decide 
the question of life or death.

Respondent again is not —

yUBSTicth hr. Amsterdam, before you' leave the jury 
point and go on to th® other aspects of discretion, do you 
think your position on this aspect of the array of discretion 
is consistent with the McGautha holding? Would you discuss
that problem?

MR. hMSThhDAM: Yes, in ope seas® it is? and in
i extent that Furman

ri r.h with McG&: d -tr ir- our position, but 1 don*t think
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Furman is inconsistent with McGautha. Nhen I cm© back to 
di-.Mi with th=a overall issue of not only jury discretion bit 
also the ether stages» one of the points that I would like to 
make - - and let ms anticipate it at this point, in answer to 
Your Honor's question — is that what the federal Constitution 
is primarily concern®! with is not specific state procedures 
find their shape or form, it is the total impact of the state 
process on federally protected interests and rights, and that 
is why I think that McGautha is different.

QUESTION: Let me rephrase the question so you have 
it in mind. Do you think that in order to distinguish McGautha 
you mat rsfly on matters such as executive clemency and pros ecu** 
tcricl dir.oration,- or nay you do it just within the area of 
1 u»y discretion?

l. AMSTERDAM: No way. I think that we do not have 
that* l think the jury discretion alone makes these 

mder Furman» notwithstanding McGautha. And the 
;.-f yoa for that is that what McGautha was concerned with was 
the validity cific procedures used by the. state, and our
whole point is that th© Eighth Amendment question is not a due 

■ i f -f \ '■:! M w; this praceiiir© or tfcci 
procedure. It. as Its about. the total impact, the result of the 

Dcedura on federally protected interests *
Now, Furman, soi ■ id, is inconsistent win

McGautha. Sosa© have j di
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I J I I

r@cognd.zed in Purina» as invalidating the death penalty under 

chss Eighth was no more or less than the jury discre

tion that McGautha had held consistent with th© Fourteenth 

Amendment. If you taka that view, and I do not, then our po

sition is inconsistent with McGautha. But my answer to your 

■question specifically, Justice Stevens, is we would rely on 

jury discretion alone without anything else if there were 

nothing els©. We think that that is squarely controlled by 

Furman, and w@ think that Furman is not inconsistent with 

McGautha because Furman is an Eighth Amendment decision which

iquences-of jury discretion, rather than
..............................................................i i i i i i ......... ................................................. i i * i * i i i 1 •

simply whether th© procedure is good or net.

1 would like; to talk to th© broader question of the 

iroact not only of jury•discretion but all of these processes 

t*:.ud©ra, not eo much in connection with tfurek but-, rather,

Fob-acts, because it- will be easier to put them all together 

\:c. Sc. if I :s;,7, let me just describe now the parallel 

; •••. '338 in Louisiana exei thsn see if I can draw it all together.

K:e Louisiana procedures for th© handling of capital 

cases have much in common with those in Texas and other states,

’■ ’ localized features that deserve son®

mention*

I ■ ei r' e xiiccy trial procedure, oee ctege,

not a bifurcated procedure, and -th© decision of whether the

Is si stage trial

29
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by a verdict determining whether ©r not his case falls within 
©n© of the five categories designated as first degree murder 
Louisiana statute.

Prior to Furman, Louisiana did not divide murder into 

degrees, it provided that ©11 murders were punishable by life 

imprisonment or death. Then, as now, murder cases were -tried 

itder a single-stage procedure. Then, as now, they were 

governed by the characteristic Louisiana procedure of what it 
called responsive burdens.

Ik Louisiana, there is a statute which provides which 

verdict should b© submitted to the jury upon any charge of 
given offense. New, prior to Furman, the responsive verdicts 
that had to b@ submitted to Louisiana jury on a murder charge
ggre -j’i.lfcy, whio'.i c avlU tM death penalty; guilty without

Lshment, which, of course, averted the death penalty; 
geilty of awns laugh! k:, i?.nd not guilty.

. e it is kk k, apparent that this scheme had b*a:a 
invalidated by Furman, because it offered -fell® choice to the 
jury of guilty verdicts with and without capital punishment, 
tii. legislature eaaofoed a new law in 1973 which now provides 
&a follows: Murd,..r is subdivided into first and second degree?

statute has correspondingly been amended; 
a:, now oii S', trial £•:* capital first degree murder, there ara 
still four responsive verdicts, guilty of first degree murder,

Ity; guilty of second dc
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murder» which of course averts the death penalty? guilty of 
manslaughter? and not guilty.

Like the four responsive verdicts submitted to the 
jury prior to Furman» these four responsive verdicts must be 
submitted to th® jury in every capital case without regard to 
the evidence and whether'or not there is the slightest evi
dentiary basis for finding the defendant guilty of anything 
Is.;-! s than first degree ymrd®r.

The jury is' death qualified in advance so that they 
know that their choice of verdicts determines life or death.» 
arid the bottom line» in short» is that the. jury- is. permitted to 
return a non-capital second degree murder verdict in every 
first degree murder prosecution. This is cold Louisiana law 
m& always has baan.

if tf; Ciwl .■ vdd look at page 52 and 63 of tha 
;i f in ft' -sf » _.:n : uisis-aa Supreme Court puts it this way» 

"Under our peculiar j ' nee» on trials for mnrd<
jnry may find the prisoner guilty of manslaughter» although the 
.-evidence may show him to b® guilty of murder."

The ncjstt pag-f, the Peterson eases ".In Louisiana» 
where there is evidence to prove the* greater ©ffesssa» it
the jury: rovince to' determine tfc : istence of val non of

\

lesser culpability and exercise the statutory right to return
irdict. This. Court will not look to the

. Yvidsac© to make such a determination. ”
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Thui is sew true ©f second degrs©, for which the
Louisiana .legislature has now tapped the minimum penalty to 40

;

ymre to life, so what it has; do .a® in this parcel cf legisla
tion is in fact give the jury a- non-capital option, exactly 
like they had before, except the names of the verdicts have 
been changed.

Now, it may b& useful here to compare the practice in 
Louisiana with that in other states, because this Louisiana 
practice is also quit-3 common, although it is not called 
responsive verdicts! and there is no statutory basis for it
elsewhere.

bates,, like Florida, for example, which is be
fore this Court in z-no of the fiva cases, always submit l&ssss 
ogr: oa of lamicr’cl# © the jury, regardless of the widoneu, 
just like It. Louisisss. fj?h© state's brief 'in- Florida scans to 
vngsost t'ast that is pot so, that the submis si on of lessors 
depends on the «vi , but the state's brief- simply fails t© 

w :i dia tinctio ;a tut Florida law draws, which is distinction.
r degree's of an offense-and less or totally dif~ 

f ;r: ’Kit c.f fsruuu .

degrees of an offens© ar

submitted'' without regard to the evidence, so —

QUESTION; Mr. Amsterdam, let me interrupt you again

b X under r ,

jury
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s nor-capital sorts : ■ - aepenf, a.t all cm the sis© of the c&tegcry 
of capital crimes? Supposing just on© crime, say, air piracy, 
and nothing else, and assume for the manent that your second 
argument fails, would your argument about total discretion 
reader such a statute unconsisstitutional?

MR. AMSTERDAM? My position —
QUESTION? Let me rephrase it, just a little bit for 

you. Is your argument affected at all by the universe of 
c m ’! ta 1 crime ?

MR. AMSTERDAM: The answer fee Your Honor's second 
question isi yes, although 1 would have said that in my view 
even the narrowest capital crime would b© assailable on this 
ground if l:lusere were total discretion within —

QUESTION? That is what I am assuming-, yos.
. PERDAM: —'however, I could see, when we r€ 

}®c ■ . . - ...
statute like killing a guard by a prison inmate under a present 
Ufa asnter .-i, something tiks that, that may bs so saerrow in 
terms- of tie group that, it hits that you might allow something 

. a case that you wouldn't allow for punishment 
ter all fleet aegres raurd®r-

omsTiom iihy?

myself am not arguing that,
I 'ill New, why vemm. r:e' do that are Is c;i tr

ee. 1; with your ereee set?
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MR, iMSFEEDAMs 1 think that on© might do it on the 

ground that tfea amcuot of arbitrariness which is exhibited in 
practice might b® thought to be diminished by the smaller 
range over which it had to play. However, Mr. Justice Stevens, 
l would argue the other way, which- is that the smaller the 
rang® the more arbitrary the distinction, because the cases 
by definition are all the sair.o to start with, that is they are 
so close together at the beginning that discretion within those 
casas is even more• arbitrary. And that is why, Your Honor, X 
find it difficult is ansmr conclusively the question. I don't 
think it makes a difference.

In my axgumenfc., if I ware arguing that kind of a esc a, 
X wc uld or:.;; even tbs narrowest bead cits definition of a crime, 
if it allowed total and: absolute discretion to sentence to life 
or death within it, or glossed over that discretion, papered it 
over with these kinds of procedures would ,be bad. But X could 
sacs, Your Honor, tli.s .possibility that one might disagree with 
net but still not ns-n.-r statute standards' because they are 
be :>adar.

Now, Florida,- as I say, and a number of other staves 
always submit, a? Is " - . '/:f■: Xss

i

ns tics evidence. Is esse? states* libs Georgia North, Carols: a . 
and Taxas, which are now :-
■’is sorotic&ily one-a ass to lea submitted only when then? is

<

evidence to support them.
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However, in fact, a couple of practices should b© 

noted. First of all, appellate decisions admonished trial 

judges to submit to — are on th© side of submitting lessors in 

any case whore the question is doubtful. Secondly, convictions 

of unsupported lessors, that is if the judge in the case where 

the evidence shows only first degree murder, submits second 

degrss murder a:ad th© jury convicts of second degree or men-» 

slaughter, the appellate court virtually everywhere affirms on 

the ground — wall, the Texas -statute says expressly that a 
v. ..'diet is not contrary to law in evidence where it convicts 

the defendant of an inferior grade of the offenses. North 

Carolina reaches the same result, Florida reaches the same ra

su.It on th.cs theory that a defendant can’t look a gift horse in 

the month.

But I think - the important point here is that we are 
talking about defendants'who are sentenced to less than death 
looking gift horses in the mouth. What is a gift to them is 

by iefcerleckabls lyric, as Professor Charles Black says, vary 
v 'S3 less -than a gift to the defendant who doesn't get that 
grace and isn’t spared and is not in the exercise uniquely 
umicocuntable direr-ition saved from going' to death.

Another point fcli&t in the total lock at the way 
capital punishment functions under the various statutes that

re not
fmurder, as i
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the. evidence may m.Mfe® out felony murder or not, so much in
variably so, at least for the prosecutor exercising his dis
cretion, charges th© felony in the same trial, that the felony 
is submitted separately from the murder, th® jury ha9 the 
choice of convicting him of a felony and letting the defendant 
off of th© capital count.

QUESTION: Did I understand, Mr. Amsterdam, that in 
iouisiiwyai the lesser included offenses are always submitted to 
the jury?

MR. AMSTERDAM: In Louisiana they ar® always sub

mitted .
(AT15T1QA; Bvea in a felony murder e&sc?
MR, AMSTERDAM: oh, yes, absolutely.

immi ;U mIidc i thought.

?ERDAM: -yaghter is submitted in a felony
murder case.

QUESTION: And regardless of what the evidence is?
MR. AMSTERDAM: Regardless of what the'evidence is.
QUESTION s In e, case where th® evidence is either tic* 

the person is guilty of first degree murder or innocent, those 
are th© only rational differences, nonetheless the lesser in
cluded cffpraes ere always and invariably and inexorably and 
i lavitably sul sd to the jury , is that correct?

■

case.
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QUESTION: That is what I thought.
MR. AMSTERDAM; And that, as I say, is true ia otheir 

states, including Florida.
QUESTIONS Is -that characteristic of capital crimes?

Is that a characteris tic of their criminal law —
HR. AMSTERDAM; Your Honor, in Louisiana., the so- 

called responsive verdict procedure ia Louisiana is a statutory 
procedure that characterizes its criminal trials of all — but. 
the statute, 814, which identifies what is a responsive verdict, 
has a subsection dealing with first degree murder. It has also 
a subsection dealing with many other crimes.

Now, ia addition tc the availability to the jury of 
lesser offense convictions, another feature of the system that, 
aught to be pointed cut is tho often amorphous lines that 
separate the greater from the lesser. And her® again, Mr. 
Justice Stevens, perhaps in answer to your question, another 
• iictinction that night fca mad®, although I don’t make it, 
might foe the extent of amorphousness of the rean t
greater arcl -the i&s sar that the jury would judge and pros sou t-s 
has to work here.

Mr. Justice Cardoza pointed out, for «scampi®, its f:.et 
that premeditation, deliberation and such r mystical mental 
concepts, preaudit at ion is different from intent somehow, h&~
ce/cae it must precsd.-* tfea killing, although it may foe only a

. ..
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out that this is simply a dispensing power conveyed in a 
mystifying cloud of words, to us© his terminology.

How, it may be that a statute which draws different 
lines now might b® thought to be less susceptible to challenge, 
out these statutes, and those in the United States generally 
•today, are characterised by questions of intentionality, pre
meditation, voluntariaess, subjective mental elements.

It is important that all of these discretionary pro
cedures interact against the background of the definitions, of 
the crimes, and to come now specifically to the bottom of 
Justice White's inquiry about how this all squares with Furman.

What, wa have is a system in which often amorphously 

defined and distinguished capital crimes of considerable 

breadth -■p narrower questions may com® up later, but now of 
ca: :3 brc.udtfc, submitted to a legal prosass in which

move the defendant forward to a death or let 

• •id death, is made in a series of stages, with 

each decision-maker asking' the question in theory is this pre- 
meditation, deliberation or not, was this in the direct, case 
v killing in th-9 cwica of forcible rape or was it not, but 
which i:. fact, in actual', fact unaccountable discretion is

actors — tbs prosecutor at the charg

ing stags, the presenter one© again at the stage of aol 

..... formally Ly

charges, sometimes . trial judge 1 •* mmti
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he does not, but in each case the vagueness of the law gives 

him virtually no basis to disapprove.

QUESTIONs Mr. Amsterdam, I -jhouldn'v interrupt, but 

a thought just occurred to me and I would like to ask you, be

cause* it is on my mind. Again focusing just ©a the jury phase 

and putting to one side for the moment the prosecutorial and 

clemency phases, do you suppose statutes such as these would 
be saved if the defendant ware given the option of asking for 
an instruction in the alternative, just the capital verdict or 

not guilty, if the defendant were given the option to insist 

on that charge?

Mu. ' i He. The problem is that it is ilia
defendant -- all defendants . . want the’ option of the lesser

;sffe:c,3e. This is a sir sags kind of a constitutional issue in 

/ticfc procelures which unquestionably help some defendants 

diuucvaatag-others.

irr proeel: .u:-a that Your Honor suggests or describas 

illow a defendant to gamble or not gamble on jury 

pardon or mercy. Those defendants who gambled and won would 

s make the system arbitrary as to those defendants 

1 :;iu jlr'v::i lmP... by oa>s defendant surely aren’t

rights of the ethers. It
is if the stick

who lose 1st the lottery', whose deaths are arbitrary and tf
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Lving other defendants the•choice which they may 

exercise to get ©at from under it doesn't seem to me to affect 
the ultimate arbitrariness of the result in the case of the 
defendant who yvte s :'ntsac®d to drath.

QUESTION: So you ax© really not concentrating ©n vbv 
fairness of the procedure in the particular case at all?

MR. AMSTERDAM* No, not at all. It is the fairness v 
of the overall system# and that is what I think Furman feoorrd 
on. Let me sea if I can describe why I think Furman covers 
this process. I don't think Furman was concerned with fairnass 
of

QUESTION! Mr. Amsterdam, when you say Furman, wLr.t 
do you mean there?

MR. AMSTERDAM: I mean the lowest possible der.cminr.tor 
of interpretation of t pinions in Furman v. Georgia. Furman 
could not, I think, have been concerned with the fairness of 
:c r :;cedur©ii in sach individual If it ",rare, it vow I i
been inconsistent with McG&utha. I think what Furman did was 
to say r:od this s*3©»s tv a© very consistent with tlx body v : 
this Court's general jurisprudence — that tim Eighth Aivvvtv■ 
and the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment are few© 
very different animals, even though it is through the Fourteenth 
Amendment that the Eighth Amendment becomes applicable 
states.

■
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great deal of leeway to shape their procedures as they may, and 
I don’t think that you could quarrel about on® form of dis
cretion or another, nor, said McGautha, about any form of 
discretion, simply as a matter of fairness of the deciding the 
P ar ti cu 1 &r c as e.

VJhat Furman said was that when a procedure of that 
sort resulted in an arbitrary dispensation of death across the 
total rang® of those cases in which it was authorised, so that 
the. infliction of tie death penalty on a particular individual 
was senseless, his case, indistinguishable frent that ©f others 
who were spared, the only imposition of that death penalty c:a 
air was artall and arraua! in a constitutional sense because he 
was being selected out of an indistinguishable group for no 
E@asoa to suffer a penalty inordinately greater than that 

r. : :rcc. J;y otesrs, :■ rhpr.a reason, no 'justification.
This arbitrariness defeated the penological justifica

tions for capital punishment, this arbitrariness made the death 
: ilty unusual in a cob.3titational seas®, and it is cur sub- 

tv that. it drerr't ratt-sr whather one davic© cc another is 
used to achieve that result. The federal —

OtBStJCg: ? Hr. Aest :rd.-:n, doesn’t your argument prev-s 
too much? In other words, in our system of adversary criminal

prosecutorial disc:.; 
tion, including jury nullificatio 
the practice of si )ury
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verdicts of lesser included offenses, we have appellate review, 
and we have the possibility cf executive clemency, and that is 
true throughout our adversary system of justice. And if a 
person is sentenced to anything as the end product of that 
system, under your argument, his sentence, be it life imprison
ment or five years imprisonment, is a cruel and unusual punish- 
raanfc, because it is the product of this system. That is your 
argument, isn’t it?

MR. AMSTERDAMs No.
QUESTION': tod why not?
MR. AMSTERDAM: It is not. Our argument is essential-; 

ly that death is different. If you don't accept .the view' that ; 
for constitutions 1 death is? different, lose this
eemf let m make aarac busy clear. There .-is Nothing that wo

to ri J
:o& in this casa* • tLtt will touch imprisqsptent,. life imprison”

.o t, any of
Now, why r vs. say death is different': One, bee?vaa 

Court'in Fri :■ : jjaid it was different. It .seems to tm thet 
there is no doubt ;his Court did sot .mean to strike down
iv, 'Pursentence' 'of. : if® imprisonment, 'twenty years, tc:r 
y:,.:.r.r- altfeaya enurta hnve just as broad discretion to seateswo 

' . thi aye ~-r 1 re; thw did for life or death order the

faaavvt■■■ f:- '.Kres cf the states have r.:n.:y-

L££ i ■■
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point., that in r©spending to Furman, 35 legislatures have com© 

back with t.-iia nwrroe tc-cfenical approach allowing — affording 

straight careful procedures that allow wholesale outlet,
whsreae 5;: ;hw:isiict,;h:.t in 408 life imprisonment sentence®
V/. In, '.v:/'-;. 7 c*' ; O'; ;• ■ :i.v:.;; » hie err.;..:0'" eh: hi Vi' ihi i:h

legislatures saved it.

0«r legal system as a whole has always treated death 

differently. We allow more peremptorily challenges, we allow 

automatic appeals, we have indulging requirements, unanimous 
vardict requir ■aments in some jurisdictions, because death is

dif ferent.

had, finally, death is factually different. Dsatb is 
final. Death is irremediable, death is unnuliable, it goes 

r-niv wcclV. it it n legislative decision to do ::b- 
thing and we know r.ot what ws do. Death is differ eat. fcacaunc;

the same discretionary procedures are used 
Lve years versus ten years or life versus 

death, the result will be more arbitrary on. the life or death 
choice.

Now, why do I say the result will be more arbitrary 
c.-n the life or death choice. it will be more arbitrary or tier 
life or death choice because the magnitude of what is at stake- 
insures him to kill somebody or spar© him dwarfs the factual 

on which the decision is to be made, readers? th
have said, demeanin
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compar «ii tc thc;< -r^rj-?*. i;, a way that no such other decision is 

unrelated to the factual basis on which it is made.

The decision is dif£t*r<aa.t, the discretion is differ

ent, and the result is different, Mr. Justice Stewart, in a 

death case than in a case where lesser penalties are issued, 

because, as the history of capital punishment under the dis

cretionary system struck down in Furman shows, the death penalty 

has become so repugnant, so abhorrent to those who must actu

ally apply it in particular cases, as distinguished in the 

abstract question of having it on the books, that in order for 

a jury and a judge and a prosecutor and a governor to condemn 

a defendant, an intense ad hominem condemnatory judgment has 

to be mad®, which is very different from the kind of judgment 

.fM.V! : , iv z ccplici! with the ton-year question, which 

is a judgment that is uniquely difficult to control, uniquely 

difficult to rationalis© or regularise.

Now, that, .combined with the breadth of discretion 

which is in the system, eome ©f which is like the dis: 

involved elsewhere and some of which is not, create a total 

p.:,/rn whc rcvuli iw -:\r/z iae infliction of death on 

specific defendants condemned to die is cruel and unusual.

•Thank you.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER; Very wall, Mr. Amsterdam.

Mr. Attorney General.
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cii'X mmmmy of John l. hill, esq.,

ON BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENT TEXAS

MR. HILLS Mr. Chief Justice and may it please the

Court;

Mr. Amsterdam's first point that the system of selec

tivity such as was condemned in Furman still exists# we would 

say certainly as applied to the Texas statute — and I hope 

that I will he able to demonstrat® this before I am done -- 

tfcfct is not a correct statement, and that the system of selec

tivity condemned in Furman does not presently exist in the 

Texas statute# either in theory or# the best evidence#, actual 

practice.

hYzjf as to his statement that prosecutorial discre- 

felon# jury discretion# discretion cm behalf of our chief 

executives of our states# that type of discretion# no statute 

obviously can cure that# nor should it.

As Justice Stewart observed# his argument indeed does 
prove too much.

It. would Lx. an anomaly to say the least if we wera to 
con. day in this country as unconstitutional the very pro

cedures that our Constitution create, the same Constitution

. cruel and unusual punishment provision relied 

upon my petitioners.

It would be an anomaly to say that we cannot consti- 

' . . : ■ Sea
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is ai ng harried out under the very consti

tutional procedure?; hash created this country and upon which 
it was founded. Indeed, that argument proves too much, and I 
m sure it -will b© summarily rejected by every Justice.

Now, as to the proposition that the execution of the 
death penalty in this country, regardless of the circumstances, 
regardless of the crimes that are selected out by the states 
for which it is to have application, in the wisdom of state 
legislatures, regardless of th© procedures that ar® used, 
regardless of how careful one may be, regardless of the time 
spent in selecting a fair and impartial jury, regardless of 
th© impartiality of the prosecution, regardless of th© facts, 
regardless of the circumstances of the crime, regardless of 
>££ carding ail of tar:, duo process for which this country is 
reried, regardless of all of that, Mr. Amsterdam would tell us 
that thfc elocution of rha death penalty in America is cruel 
mi unusual punislmsnt, even in those events, and must b® con
demned .

Need one today sey more to- this Court than that state
ment stands without any legal precedent? Ha stands utterly 

Oh:: oo-rrholl-.vge.l l~.;w of this country, as 1 apaak,- is 
to th© contrary. Indeed, he should carry a very heavy and

Lbility to ask th© Court to Overturn every
thing that has ever been said by this court and other courts 
in this country to the effect that the infliction of 'Hi© death
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penalty in the United States of America today is not uncon

stitutional per so.

Thi truth is, and it becomes snore and more obvious 

as this litigation proceeds, that thor© are those who hold very 

strongly the view and the conviction that the death penalty 

no longer b© used for any purpose in this country*
There was a very agonising statement by on© of' the 

Justices of this Court expressing his sentiments, "Were that 

the only issue before the Court, there would be no need for any 

of us to proceed.53 That is, of course, not the issue. This! 

Court, is not a super legislature. This Court is not the keeper 

any more than Amsterdam is of th dal values and the con- 

ici-ar.ee,' tha moral standards of the people of this country.

Th-.fc is why we have a: fe.daral system of goVerameat, that is why 
we have a republican form of government, that is why we entrust, 

decisions of this type, subject always, of course, to review 

on constitutional standards to state legislatures.

Now, than, tails nn that really what has happ®s,cil 

here in Texas is nothing more than that we just decided that 

there was r person irar was a reprobate and that ho killsct a 

young girl whose father happened to be a policeman, and that 

we decided ho ought, to die.

Now, upon what meat can anyone feast to grow great 

and to say tha1 case in view o

Loni
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that in h rLew there could be narrowly defined circumstances, 

narrowly defined crimes by legislature which might even meet 

his constitutional standards * He illustrated with one that 

is a lifer in a prison, who takes the life of someone working 

there. But the theory seems to be, let me say what this case 

is about, lot ms?, say what the Taxas case is about and what fete 

facts are in it, let me say where we draw the line, let me 

•determine what offenses should com® within the purview of 

capital punishment in this country, let me decide what con

stitutes proper social goals, let me decide where retribution 

it; possible-'- axti proper snd where" it isn’t, let ms decides wh&n 

if ever the death penalty will deter and thus serve a legiti- 

sser‘-a social function, and let me decide where and when in

capacitation of a defendant is justified.

Now, I say to all ©£ that, may it please the Court,
it, runs through' both the Furman presentation and through

.■ - * .

this presentation, the basic balancing of asking this Court ic 
blindfold yourselves to any viewpoint other than that ex
pressed by the petiticu etfs, to blindfold yourselves to any .
chits. ' c :v:' cr ...f'-'LV. 'v:i:c?:c than thet to whir"

; cic:; ;rr„-'i ti p cf/etc tv tv:; which they haw?, c-bit:r. b ,iy ■ 

lie bed. as the guidepost in this case.
>Ns Mr. Attorney General, 1 wonder if thl

>a at*

. Lrst argu: L t
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was that under the Texas system there is total discretion in 
the jury to return a verdict other than the one that requires 
the death sentence. And as I understood his argument, he says 

that the first and third of the three aggravating questions 

that are submitted to the jury in the punishment hearing have, 

already been answered by the jury and therefore there really 

is no standard guiding those. Do you have a response to that 

argument?

MR. ElLLs The first question, may it pleas® the 

Court, that we ask on the sentencing stage, and that is 

whether the conduct is deliberate, deliberate conduct causing 
the death. Under oar definition of murder, our* t lit ion of 

rardcx is the p-arsen cocuaits an offense, if he intentionally 
cr knowingly causes the* death of an individual.

Wow, we had a case brought under this statute, it 
happened in •ihis.re k individual vm'a" trying to bru&t
into, the jail and release some prisoners.
i ;J &-;,d -■.;xifc io shooting. But in the process, actually
the policeman that was killed was killed by a guard who was 
trying to resist the entrance. So in that particular case, the 
jury convicted of capital murder, but found no to this first 
quastior of a deliberate conduct causing the death. His ebn~

at© in the sense that he was in and ben
mischief and shooting, but it wasn't — and it may have been a
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the deliberat® conduct that is asked about in the first ques

tion and in some types of capital murders» not in all.

It is a last sobering look by the jurors where there 

can in fact be a distinction in the circumstances of the case, 

and we have had 15» if the Court please» no answers to these 

questions. They haven't been just idle academic gestures.

The second one, that deals with whether or sot a 

person will probably commit criminal acts of violence which 

would constitute a continuing threat in the future» the last 

case in which that was answered no» it was a young 21-year-old. 

black that killed a whi-v-a policeman in the City of Austin.

There was some evidence presented, not sufficient to convince 

the jury that there was 'provocation, but there was some evidence 

of a degree of ha.sr.l-t and the individual had, no prior record 

of any kind, was 21 yaars of age, and that question was 

answered no, and hi# life was spared.

And so 1 r-mbmit, Mr. Justice Stevens, that th« q:;v 

tians serv© tin;, valid purpose of trying first to tie down. • - 

this is a deliberate, cold-blooded, voluntary type of killing, 

without - any degree- of if 'there was any provocation at. all, 

it cannot be; utilia id. and to try to separate out iswffs . 
dividuals who from the; typ® of crime that they had ccmQitrab 

have shown themselves to bm likely recidivists.

QUESTION: Mr. Attorney General, just to finish my 

thought about the first of the three queer
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for the moment the yseosaS, would it bo your view that those .15 

casts in which the jury answered no to the first question at 

the penalty hearing, there was in the record a basis for dif
ferentiating between the kind of intent required to support 

the guilty verdict of murder on the ©a® hand and the kind of 

intent required to satisfy the statutory command, or would 

you, in the alternative, say that this was merely an exercise 

by the jury of its power to be lenient in a particular case?

MR. HILL: I think there was real difference in tfea 
jury’s mind in those cases. I should —* and co-counsel has 

handed me a note -— I should state, to be more clear on the 
point, there ware 15 cases in which one of these questions was 
-rus wared no. fhora w&ro 12 of those, as 1 recall my facts, 

in which it whs qu&etion - numbor two that was answered no, 
along with the -three times that this particular question was 
answered no. And. if I am not correct, I will ask Mr. Pluymen 
to correct m©.

So there- vers three instances in which question 
number on® triggered the invoking of the life sentence rather 
than the death sentence, and there were 12 other Instances in 
which the question on number two was answered no, and that' is 
that the person would not probably commit criminal acts or 
violent acts in the future as constituting a continuing threat 
to society.

QUSShXCHs Tl.cr, 1 if yoo wc-uld rsvpood to
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argument Mr. Amsterdam makes that if this case is typical, 

that the evidence cupwwrting as affirmative: answer to qomcioj\ 
number two consisted of nothing more than the offens© itself, 

plus four hearsay statements by local citizens that they did 

not approve of this man's reputation, that that question 

really is bind of an escape hatch by which th© jury may ©xer~ 

else leniency? Do you think that —

MR. HILL; Ho, sir, not at all. I have cited 12 in- 

stance? in where the jury found — I recited the on® instance 

of th© killing of a policeman — that I believe the cases in 

point, there was absolutely s.o evidence, other than the crisis 

©If, which would hzvo indicated recidivism, and th© arip-r 

itself was not in the: jury's mind of such heinous character 

under the cdrewwpdpawr.r described' as to justify a yes answer* 

How, than, in our case, Mr. Jurek, a 22-year-old 

white father, who kidnapped a 10-year-old white girl, where her 

grandmother had tskhn her for a two-hour swim and had left hex 
.in the custody of the pool people, put her in the back of his 

pickup truck, ran hor through the city of Cuero, with her 

scwwaw-iwg at the top' of her voice, "Please help me," had 

already told people he was going to get that'girl or one like 

that they wwrw.'Wi. too young to have sejn with, and he ir - 

v; v.7,d to have it, h:ok her to Halls Bridge, got hsr out 
th® truck, ".:.iw77w: to :o.rs eoo with hex, choked her until

' her river an
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left her there to die# which she died almost immediately, went 

back with his friends and his beer, with no remorse, cam® back 

by the bridge with his friends, .looking around in the riv&r to 

see what he could see, and with confessions in tha record„ 
pla^ Your Honors, the only way w© prove bad character in 
Taras in these cases is by hearsay. You cannot got up on tha 

witness stasd in Texas in a courtroom and say "I fo©li®v® thir. 

person is bad from my experience.” It has to b® from tics 

person's reputation within th® community. So this quick pas ■ 
off that it was hearsay testimony doesn't do justice to this 

record. These were four fine citizens of Cuero 'chat teaitlfi & 
that his general reputation in the community for being a law— 

rbrdj.rg snii. percalui cihis-sn v;as l>ad» I don't know how much 

credence th® jury gavs to the two questions by the prosecutor 
that did ycv. know that ho had done the same thing to a girl in 

Louisiana, and on® in. Cuero before, I don’t know whether that 

Led any prehative fore® or not.

QUESTION: Mr. Attorney General, has th® Texas 

SuprgsiQ Court told us whether evidence of th© offense itself 

if a sufficiently heinous ef-fens©, would b© sufficient to 

satisfy th® second question, tha aggravating circumstance 

question?

bit "iSLLs fo.r they have not, and I believe though 

that the crime itself caa show such an iacorribili y,

is say i bh®
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th© girl in there, get out o ; way, get off of -die road. He 
announced then that h© was a menace to society. You can have 
it by the kind of conduct itself, but in this instance we had 
more. But the point is that that kind of question can fo© 
judged by th© sufficiency of the evidence. Our'Court of 
Criminal Appeals has already told us that you can have the do» 
feadant himself testify, you can have psychiatric testimony 
as to whether or not th© person would likely be a recidivist 
or not — there are all kinds of evidence, and there must be 
substantial enough evidence to support that verdict. That is 
a point that can. b© appealed directly to our Court of Criminal 
Appeals.

We’va sent one case back involving a person of 
Spanish surname today because of the feeling that there was 
in rdegu&fe evicljncv.. Those are matters that can b© taken car© 
'if uad&r due process .arid under equal protection, has nothing 
at all in the world to do with th® Eighth Amendment. And if 1 

might -»

QUESTIONS Mr. Attorney General, you could give him 

life imprisonment, you would»*t have to worry about recidivism, 
would you?

MR, HlLLs Wall, interestingly enough —
QUESTION: I don’t me an »» I moan real life, I near»

life.

MR. HILL? I know what you mean, Mr. Justice.
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QUESTION? You wouldn't have to worry about recidivism 

then,- would you?

QUESTION? Except perhaps as to guards and other in- 

matas and employees of the prison,- I suppose that is always a 

possibility*, isn't it?

MR. HILL: We 11*- of course, w© had a lifer who es
caped, you night have read about it, w® just lost three women 
as hostages in fcfcs course of it, I guess life to them'was 
rather important and to their families, and he was a lifer, 
what did .he have to lore under the —

QUESTION: Oh, I in'agin® that you get all kinds of 

ca;.:&s., but I say if it is actual life imprisonment, you

ldn't have to worry about recidivism unless you want to get 

son© way out case some place.

MR. HILL: Well, but to the —

QUESTION: Do you think that the mare fact that a 

man is subject, to commit another crime entitles him to be 

killed, is to prevent him from preventing another crime?

MR. HILL: X think --

QUESTION:' Wliy didn't you pick him up the first time
and kill him?

MS. HILL: I think the public is entitled —
QUEST SCR: Y--.C didn't- did you? The first tima you

clid&’t pick him. up.

MR. HILL: 1 •'/«irk, Mr. durriea that ihr
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legislatures of the states on behalf of the people that they 

represent are entitled to make that judgment.

QUESTIONS The answers have to be affirmative to 

each of these three questions. —

MR. HILL; Have to 'be unanimous.

QUESTION! — not just to a single on® of them, does

it?

MR. HILL! No, sir, it has to be unanimous answers

tO ~"

QUESTION: Una», mously affirmative to each of the

three?

MR. HILL: Exactly, and —

QUESTION! .If. there is a negative answer by a 10-fe©-

12 vot 'f h'f as rcara- ...r 10 mariora of the jury to any one of bit 

three, then —

.MR. HILL! ■Exactly.

QUESTION: the death sentence cannot b© imposed,

is that correct.?

MR. HILL: That is right.

QUESTION: Mills I have interrupted you, Mr. Attorney

General, may I assk you this: Since this statute, has been in 

existence, has there been an opportunity for sufficient develop 

meat of the case law so that you can tell me what the limits,

ridenc® that can b© adduced at this 

second phase of t ' this penalty phase?
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MR. HILL: No limits other than the constitutionality 

of th© evici-aac© und©r the United States Constitution.
QUESTION: You said it was almost unlimited, didn’t

you?
MR, HILLs I did, and that is almost unlimited. But 

it is limited, Mr. Justice Marshall, by the United States
Const.! tut ion.

QUESTION: Well, surely there can’t h© a violation 
of somebody's right against compulsory self-incrimination, I 
suppose, if he wants to assert it? And it is unlimited for 
both parties?

MR, HILL: For both parties.
QUESTION: Thank you.
MR. HILLS And tii® question of recidivism, it seems

to m3, is the sssil as the question on deterrence. Mr.
Lrutxrdiun himself, it stems' to me, acknowledged th© sigttifi- 
.■"'cs of the dstarr ■ :cs when he said that, if given a choice, 
rhrwss defendants wi-nld choose th© life sentence when h® was: 
debating about whether,: or not they should have a choice during 
the sentencing process. And of course, that is just a simple 
recognition by him of his intuitive instinct of human nature 
to srak to sustain sur own lives, th© lifts tmt m nil know 
important to every :■ idividual. That is an instinct of ©very

\

human being.
And if tte'.t r-D so, then why isn’t it and why shouldn't
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it be allowable as a. detorrent, as a social goal of deterrent 

to prevent a lifer in a prison from taking life with immunity, 

why shouldn't it be a deterrent to prevent, someone who has a 

small child that he intends to raise for kidnap, to have not 

the incentive of his own life to return that child? Why 

shouldn't w® permit a lav/ in our states such as in Texas? 

Seventy percent of our crimes under this statute have bean 

murder with armed robbery, 70 percent of theme And incidental

ly, I want to talk a little bit more about that from the racial 

standpoint, to show that our statute one® it begins to operate, 

operates free of any racial discrimination.

Why shouldn't there be a deterrent for a person who 

goes into a convenience store and undertakes to take someone5 s 

life, not to have the deterrent of his own life when he is 

snuffing out. the only eye-witness to that crime in most in

stances?

I don't want to debate all of the reports that are 

her© before- you about deterrence and their values, but I think 

M Amsterdam admitted the thing that appeals to our own logic 

and common sansa when he said that the criminal himself will 

always seek life rather than the extreme penalty. Of course# 

it is excessive in its severity, but not in a constitutions1 

sens®, and that is where we differ, l will take a back seat 

to- no on© in revering human life.

vJa are talking here about a constitutional question,
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and our very Constitution created the right, I submit, on the 
part of our state legislators to xaak© this discriminating 
choice, painful as it is, difficult as it is. We tried to 
meet the objections and criticism that this Court laid down 
as best that we could discern them, and w© turned to a statute 
where we scslected out murder first, murder.

Wow, under our prior Texas statutes that you have 
condemned, we could put people to death for rape alone, for 
rape alone, we could put them to death. In. our old statute, 
ws could put people to death for lying in a death penalty case. 

•’& could put them to death for armed robbery. We could put 
thf~m to deaf j for species of burglary. We could put them to 
A^c-.th for treason. Wa had all kinds of randomness and differ
entials -between our treatment.

Now ws have changed that. Our Senate sat down, on 
the one hand, of isle, and they wrote a'‘statute down in
Taxas that put all of the code materials in again mitigating 
circumstascos and .extenuating circumstances and aggravating 
circumstances. Our House sat down, on the. other hand, and 
wrote* a statute liko North Carolina's and said guilt-death.
We compromised. W© went to a House conference. I went over 
and worked. We tried to pore over Furman. We tried to under
stand it. What did Justice Burgar say when he said he might 
not like a mandatory sentence? What was the right thing to do?

And we acts in three — in the first place, we just
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wrote in five categories of murdsr — the worst one known, as 

far as calculation and design, murder for hire, when you go 

pay for it. Certainly, if there is any such thing as a crime 

that we ought to be able to detar in exact not in excessive 

punishment but at least a proportionate on© for that type of 

activity. And we said armed robbery, and I have already 

demonstrated what a problem that has bean in our state, the 

taking of life. It is bad enough to commit the crime of armed 

robbery, but the consistent, taking of life that has gone with 

it do you mean our people have no right in our state to try 

to deal with that question and with the feeling that there is 

sera© deterrent to this excessive but constitutional penalty?

I mentioned- the prison situation, where we have 

already had it in our state, and wa’va fortunately now, if 

this Court will say so, you will take our statute out from
X

uDflzr a cloud and say to the next person who is a lifer in z. 

penitentiary in the‘Stata of Texas that if you kidnap women 

who are in there teaching and you kill them, this state has 

the right to eak you to pay in a proportionate way.

Those are the kinds of crimes that we dealt with 

under our statute, crimes arising out of robbery, burglary, 

•rape, arsen and kidnapping. And then we said, to our police 

officers that we believe wo have a right to set a standard i 

say if someone kills a police- officer in our state, that they 

know within th® course of his job that it is not an excessive
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and saver© punicbrw: nt to '....v.k for hie life»

Now, in there particular category of cases under our 

statute, we have had three, whites kill policemen, two of them 

received death, one of them received life. We had on© Spanish 

surnamed defendant kill a police officer, a hung jury. We had 

nine blacks in cases involving police officers, six death 

penalties, two lifes, and on© hung jury.

Thera is no evidence that once our system begins that, 

there is racial discrimination. In the armed robbery —

QUESTION: Before you leave that — this is not in

volved in the present case, but you have brought it up. Is 

there, a requirement undsr Texas law that the defendant have 

known that th© victim was a police officer?

MR. HILL: No, that he is in the course of duty and

th -i.t I —

\

uniform,

uniform.

QUESTION! Must he know that he is a police officer' 

MR. HILL: I frankly don't know.

QUESTION: Or has that been decided perhaps?

MR. HILL: I frankly —

QUESTION: 'Most of the Texas cases, they were in 

as I remember.

MR. HILL: I bag your pardon?

QUESTION: Most of th® Texas cases, they were ■■

&rn I right?

MR. HILL: Yes, sir, but I think what Justice Stewart
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may te asking, Mr. .Justice Marshall, is that someone is im

par sonat iag '— or perhaps you just simply —•

QUESTION: A plain clothes officer.

MR. HILL: He is a plain clothes officer, you are 

not aware that he is in the course of duty.

QUESTION: That's right. We dealt with that here

in —

MR. HILL: I will check it for you and --
QUESTION: Well, it is not. relevant to this case, but

I just ~

MR, HILL: My impression is that knowingly would be 

involved. Now, in those armed robbery cases, we had 23 blacks 
that were tried. Tun of theta received the death penalty. W«- 

had 20 white-J tried for that same bad crime, 'and tan of those 

ri.cai.vtt2 the dt/xt*: ur-.nalty. We had nine Spanish surnamed de

fendants commit that horrible crime, and six of those received 

the cv.2c-th penalty, and ons of those has gone back on remand,

So it. a category where 70 percent — I'm sorry, if ray math is 

off — I could go on to show without any question that not only 
i a theory does the Tanas statute meet all of 'the criticisms by 
having these narrow categories with questions that deal with 

recidivism and incapacitation and deterrence and retribution, 
but 7iso *.}:£/& in. practice, in actual practice, it has met those 
standards and is working constitutionally in our state.

QUESTION: Mr. Attorney General, just to save you
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th® trouble of looking — I think I quote from your cod© —- 

th® person murdered was» a peace officer or fireman who was 

acting in tha lawful' dis’chargj; of an official duty and who 

the defendant knew was a peace officer or fir ©man» The de

fendant knew
\

MR. HILLs I appreciate that very much,, Mr, Justice 

Blackmun. I have tried -to prepare very diligently for this 

matter, and I obviously didn’t do a hundred percent —

QUESTION? Well, I think it is an obvious answer.

You don’t have a Peola problem.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Mr. Babin.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF JAMES L. BABIN, ESQ.,.

ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT LOUISIANA

MR, BABIN: Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please the

Court:

•Th© «ass ' Robsrfcs v. Louisiana pertains -bo «i young 

blac’i man who killed a 61-year-old white man while engaged is. 

th© armed robbery of a filling station on August 18, 1573.

e statute which existed in Louisiana prior to the 
Furman decision was the murder statutes which provided that ‘ if 

you had specific intent to kill or inflict great bodily harm 

on anyone, and ha di®d as a result of that, than you -could re

ceive th® death penalty or would receive th© death penalty if 

you were found guilty as charged.

However, in the list of responsive verdicts to the
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prior murder charge in Louisiana prior to Furman, on® of the 

responsive verdicts was that the jury could return a verdict of 

guilty without capital punishment, if the jury saw fit to give 

mercy to the person who was being gried and who was found 

guilty, then they could return a responsive verdict of guilty 

without capital punishment.

However, after the Furman decision, where it was de

cided by this Honorable Court, the Governor of the state of 

Louisiana appointed a commission and they mat and they enacted 

certain laws in a special session in Louisiana, which takes & 

two-thirds vote to open such a special session to legislation 

such as this which would be considered normal legislation.

The commission discussed the Furman decision and the 

statutes of Louisiana as they were at that time, and w® cam® 

tv; wit- the first degree murdar statute and a second degree 

murder statute.

The first degree murder statute .which Louisiana now 

has encompasses thosa type of killings where the defendant him- 

s'.'.If initiated the action, in other words h© started or put 

into motion whatever later caused the death. In other words, 

he took a gun and he w into a service station and he held 

fcivt service station up and as a result of his being there 

with this dangerous weapon and a result of his specific intent 

to kill, someone died.

These type of crimes were placed into the first degree
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murder stacte» Yea: ' th© crimes of murder, where you have 

•the family argument, you. have th© bar room brawl, where there 

is specific intent to kill, but it is not initiated by you 

committing a felony or you killing a policeman while he is in 

the engagement of his duties, or while you are in th® prison, 

or while you are committing aggravated rapas or other more 

serious felonies.

First degree murder encompasses those particular 

items. Second degree murder takes car® of those items or 'those 

murders which were not initiated by th© defendant himself while 

he is in th© perpetration of those particular instances.

The first degree murder statute in Louisiana carries 

with it the mandatory death penalty.

QUESTION: If a family argument would ha covered by

cl'gr;: r, •?,. family type, brawl of th© kind you are — esc 

bar room brawl, it would be covered, would it not, if more 

than two people were killed by th© seme person?

MR. BABINt If h© had th© intention to kill more

than two .

QUESTIONS Yes, and if he did.

MR. BABIN: And if he walked into the bar and he had

a gun and ho d.-geidsd to shoot all five men standing at the 

bar, then it would come under this first degree murder statute,

yes, sir.

QUESTION: If there were two or more victims, it
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could?

MR. BABlNs Yes, sir. But. you would have to show 

3p@cif.ic intent, or ih© state would, 'that he intended to kill 

more than on©.

QUESTION: Yes, I understand that.

MR. BABIN: Tha first degree murder statute, as 3: 

have said, carries with it the mandatory death penalty. The 

jury in this case, in the case of a first degree murder case, 

has to find ©very el ©neat of that crime before they can return 

a verdict of guilty. They must find specific intent to kill. 

They mu ft find, if it" is an armed robbery case, that all of 

the. ©laments of armed robbery are present. They must find, of 

course, jurisdiction .and they must find the other elements of 

a crime. They ar© sworn marabars of that court. They are 

Dwora to fiat a pairs* on guilty if h® is proven guilty of first 

dagree murder, if the*, stato has proven its case beyond a 

reasonable doubt, ©ash and ©vary one of those elements.

Nov?, if th g state fails to prove each and every on© ’ 

of those elements, then he of course is instructed to return a 

verdict of not guilty or h© is given a list of responsive 

verdicts which ha can return.

Now, this was discussed at the commission when th© 

new laws were enacted • It was at first thought that it would 

be best just to have guilty or not guilty. But suppose 'that 

th© state has proven a man — was unable to prove a man guilty
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of first'dagr-a© murder, but he is able or does prove him be

yond a reasonable doubt guilty of second degree murder, should 

h© go free?

The state has proven that he committed a crime. They 

have not proven that he committed the crime of first degree 

murder, but they have proven beyond a reasonable doubt all of 
the elements of another crime, therefore the. jury can bring is. 

a responsive verdict of the particular crime that is proven to 

it beyond a reasonable doubt.

How, when the judge instructs that, jury, and he -must 

instruct them each time, if you find that the state has proven 

beyond a reasonable doubt all the elements of first degree 

i.vurder, it is your duty to return a verdict of guilty. Then 

the court instructs, as they did in this case, if you do not 

find that the state has proven its case beyond a reasonable 

'uuufc as to first degree murder, but that you do find that the 

stat® has provan its case beyond a reasonable1 doubt as to 

HSscond degree murder, than it is your duty to return a verdict 

of second degree, and cm down the responsive list of verdicts 

until it. comes that if the stats has not proven any elements 

of any of these crimes, then you shall return a verdict of not 

gui lty.

Then if the jury returns a verdict of guilty as 

charge to first degree murder, it has no discretion whatsoever, 

the judge has no discretion whatsoever, it is then a mandatory
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death sentence. There is no discretion by a person as to 
whether a particular person will die or not die. If he is 

found guilty of first degree murder, then h© is sentenced to 

death.

The court has no ability nor discretion either. It 

has to and, as the statute provides, it must give the death 

penalty in those cases where the defendant is found guilty of 

first degree murder.

QUESTIONS Under Louisiana law, is the judge (a) 

authorized, or (to) required to tell the jury the consequences 

of its verdict of first degree murder?

MR. BABINS Mo, Your Honor.

QUESTIONS He neither must not -•» he must not and he 

may not, is that right?

MR. BABIN: He does not and must not, yes, sir. 

Nowever, of course, a jury, as a matter of practicality, is 

questioned on tts dsath penalty when he is questioned as a 

juror, end he naturally will know if ha is going to be accepted 

as a juror that it is going to pertain to the death penalty. 

That is a matter of practicalities. Howver , the jury in 

Louisiana has no right to sentence in no case, whether it is 

the death penalty or theft or whatever it may be, that is th® 

judge’s prerogative and is not left to the jury.

The part of fchs argument that has been mad© —

QUESTION? Mr. Attorney 6©:.
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argument for defense counsel to explain to the jury that a 

second degree responsive verdict would avoid the death penalty? 

MR. BABIN: No, Your Honor.

QUESTION: It is not?

MR. BABIN: No.

The argument that has faaan made by Mr. Amsterdam that 

there ar© certain prerogatives to the district attorney, that 

he can nol prosfc, that-he has control of the case, that he can 

charge as he sees fit, in Louisian® you cannot charge a capital 

case without bringing it to a grand jury, presenting your 

evidence arc"; having that accusory body bring the charge. So 

the D.A. certainly does not have the right to bring a capital 

case or charge on® as he sees fit. He has to do it through a 

grand jury.

Th© D.A. does have a right to nol prost ©v@:& to a 

grand jury indictment, but this is something, .that the district 

attorney stands as r barrier betv/ean your law enforcement and 

the defendant himsslf, This is something that is to the 

benefit of the defendant.

The other thing that is brought cut by the defendant

is ~~

MR, CUR:1 JUSTICE BURGER: W® will resume there at

10:00 o'clock in the morning.

[f&areupcn, at 3:00 o'clock, p.m., argument in the
...

March 31, 1976, at 10:00 o'clock a.ra.3
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P 5L £ S. E E D I N G s
MR, CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: W® will rasum® arguments 

in Roberts v. Louisiana.

Mr. Bahia, you have 16 minutes remaining.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF JAMES L. BABIN, ESQ.,

ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT LOUISIANA (RESUMED)

MR. BABIN: Thank you, Your Honor.

' Mr . Chief Justice and may it- pleas© the Courts To 

briefly just restat® our position, ilk© before w© finished 

yesterday afternoon, after the Furman decision th© Louisiana 

legislature, at a special session which requires two-thirds 

vote to bring up th© normal type of legislation which this 

was, brought the Louisiana murder statute from th© plain murder 

which wa had had previous to that tint© to first degree and 

second degree murder, placing in th© first degree murder 

statute those crimes which are somewhat initiated by th® de

fendant himself, in other words those that happen with specific 

intent when he is in the perpetration of aggravated rap©, 

aggravated burglary, armed robbery, or such as that, all people 

who are hired to kill, people who kill policemen while they 

ar© engaged in their duties, and th© mere serious crimes and 

th® crimes defendants actually initiate and start themselves.

As I have stated before, the second degree murder 

statuta, while it does carry with it in some instances specific 

intent, it takas cara of those killings where you may have a
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man who is in a bar, h© is drunk, he is in a fight, he does 

have th© intent to kill and h© may kill someone, but it is not 

the type -that you will find in the first degree murder statute, 

which this case involves.

In Louisiana, th© legislature also amended the 

responsive verdict statutes, and the responsive verdict for 

first degree murder no longer contains the guilty without 

capital punishment responsive verdict. It is either guilty or 

guilty of the other crimes, such as second degree murder or 

manslaughter.

Now, when the judge gives the jury, the sworn members 

of that court, the instructions as to what they are to do, he 

will instruct them that you must find that every ©lament which 

is in first degree murder, in other words, you must find the 

specific intent to kill, you must, find ©very element in this 

case of armed robbery. Then and if you do find such elements 

and it is proven to you by the prosecutor beyond a reasonable 

doubt, you are to return a verdict of guilty.

If the verdict of guilty is returned in such a case, 

no longer does the jury nor th© judge have any control over 

what the sentence will be. It is a mandatory death sentence 

at -that stage.

Th© juries in Louisiana and in th© United States, if 

th© argument of th© respondent were to be believed, arts not 

dependable, that they will not attempt to follow thair duties
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that they are sworn to do, ‘that they have taken ©a oath to do. 

This goes further * even if you war© to follow his argument,

than th© murder statute. Ife does not necessarily involve the 

death penalty. If th® juries are suspect, if the jury is not 

going to follow his instructions, ha has said that h© will 

follow th© law of the state and h© has taken an oath to do 

so, there is nothing further you can d© to make him do that. 

And if jurors sx© suspect, then th© jury system can no longer 

exist. And I certainly do not think that this Court in th® 

Furman decision intended such a thing or a change in th© 

system such as that.

Th© juries that I have had any experience with or 

the juries that I have tried casas bafor® or I have seen cases 

triad before appear to me to b© the average person and the 

person who feels th© seriousness, especially in a murder case, 

of -th© job that h© has before him, and on© that he will giv® 

his bast ability that h© is able to give to that particular 

job and to th© facts that presented to him.

The system that is set in Louisiana takes away from 

the judge or th© jury any arbitrariness in the sentence that 

it will giv©. Th® jury is instructed by that judge that what

ever is proven to him beyond a reasonable doubt, if it is a 

crime of first degree murder, as in this css®, and feh® 

elements are proven to them, -than it is their sworn duty to 

return a v@rd.ict ©f guilty.
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Thorefor®, w© do not hav® — we have guidelines, 

first of all? for th© jury to reach a verdict. Then ©nc© it 
has reached its verdict, th®n it longer has any control over 
that ease or that defendant.

'The respondent, as I understood also, says that 
sine© th© district attorney of th© various districts ©r th© 
prosecutors hav© control over th® cases, then you hav© another 
human element involved. It is true that th® district 
attorneys or prosecutors in Louisiana and in all other statas, 
I believe, hav® the right to try cases or nol pros them, as 
they sea fit, or to charge. But in a death penalty case in 
Louisiana, th© district attorney cannot charg© by a bill ©f 
information. H© can only charge by a bill of indictment 
which is returned by a jury of twelve grand jurors, therefore 
ho has no way to b® arbitrary in th® initiation of a death 
penalty charge. It must be brought by a jury of twelve.

One© th® charg© of first degree murder has been 
brought, as it was in this case, by a jury of twelve in 
Calcasieu Parish, and one® th© defendant is tried, and if ha 
is found guilty, that district attorney loses control of the 
d@fcu?.d©nt, th© sentencing, and th® charg® itself. He no 
longer ha® any control whatsoever.

So th® only control that a district attorney or & 
prosecutor has is prior to th® finding of the final guilt of 
an individual. But ©no© in Louisiana this man is found guilty
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of any crime, no matter what it may be, but particularly in a 

death case, hs has no control whatsoever. It is true in 

Louisiana that the Governor has the right to commutat® sen

tences .

QUESTION: Before we get there, what is open on

appeal in Louisiana from a —

MR. BABIN: Directive of the U.S. Supreme Court, Mr.

Justice -

QUESTION: Well, I mean what —

MR. BABIN: — to the Louisiana Supreme Court.

QUESTION: — what subjects are open on appeal from a

death conviction and a death sentence in Louisiana? May the 

Appellate Court review the degree of guilt and may it review

the sentence or —

MR. BABIN: The Supreme Court of Louisiana, first you

will have your bills of —

QUESTION: Is there an intermediate appellate court?

MR. BABIN: No, sir, net for criminal cases.

QUESTION: It goes directly from the trial court t©

the Supreme Court?

MR. BABIN: Yes, sir.

QUESTION; And appeal is a right?

MR. BABIN: Yes, sir, and it has a right or does r©-

view those particular bills of errors that the defense attorney 

has brought during the 'trial of the case, plus it has a right
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to review anything that is on th© face of the record of its 

own right. That, is th© Louisiana Supreme Court.

QUESTION: Would it have a right to reduce th© sen

tence?

MR. BABIN: No* sir, it would not. It can remand, 

reverse, but it cannot reduce a sentence.

QUESTION: Would it have a right to reduce th© de

gree of guilt from first degree to second degree?

MR. BABIN: No, sir.

QUESTION: It would have to remand for a new trial —

MR. BABIN: Right.

QUESTION: — if it found the evidence insufficient

to support, a first degree conviction.

MR. BABIN: It doesn't have a right to find th©

©vidsnco —
*

QUESTION: A right under .that power?

MR. BABIN: Yes, sir, it does not.

QUESTION: It does not have what?

MR. BABIN: It does not have -th© power just 'to reduce 

or to review again that jury's verdict at the final outset.

QUESTION: Doesn't it have the power to —

MR. BABIN: Unless there is an error of patent on the 

face of the record or there was an error which was brought by 

th© defense attorney in a bill of exceptions which were brought

by him.
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QUESTION: How about the sufficiency of the evidence?
MR. BABIN: No, sir. That is within the jury's pre

rogative a
QUESTION: You mean the court couldn't say that this

is second degree and not first degree, as I read the record?
MR. BABIN: No, sir.
QUESTION: It can’t do it?
MR. BABIN: No, sir.
QUESTION: Is that by specific statute?
MR. BABIN: They just do not have that authority,

Your Honor. That is the jury’s prerogative only.
QUESTION: Well, let’s assume a case where there just

wasn't sufficient evidence to sustain a first degree conviction 
and, for one reason or another, the jury went haywire and so 
did the -trial judge, do you mean to say the Supreme Court of 
your state would have absolutely no power t© set aside that 
conviction?

MR. BABIN: That is correct, sir. Now, unless, Mr. 
Justice, there was an error patented on the face of the 
record that it could tall, but not to just say that it reviewed 
the evidence and it doss not agrae with the jury.

QUESTION: Well, that is not what a reversal for in
sufficiency of evidence is based on. Are you telling us. that 
if the Supreme Court, in its review, determines that there is 
no evidence to support the verdict, they can't do anything
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about it?
MR, BABINs Well, by that time, Your Honor, there 

would have bean a motion for a new trial with the trial judge, 
and if there was new evidence or if new evidence was produced 
before the trial judge, he has a right to grant a new trial, 
you s©®.

QUESTION: My question wasn't directed to that* I 
wasn’t -talking about naw evidence» I was talking about a hypo
thetical case where the record clearly showed -there was insuf
ficient evidence to sustain a verdict of guilty of first 
degree murder. You told me, I think very clearly, that the 
Supreme Court of Louisiana has no power to set aside a convic
tion in such a case.

MR. BABIN % It is my understanding that they do not, 
Your Honor.

QUESTIONS But you don't have a statute, this is 
just by judicial fiat?

MR. BABIN; This is the jury’s decision based on the 
evidence alone, as I understand your question.

QUESTION; Well, was that true before Furman?
MR. BABIN; Y@s, sir.
QUESTION; So that just hasn't changed at all?
MR. BABIN; Not that I know of, Your Honor.
QUESTION; You indicated that the Supr@ne Court of 

the state, on, review, on its own, initiative, could determine
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'that there is sofas error. Now, what is th© scope of that kind 

of sui sponde review?

MR. BABINs What was that, Mr. Chief Justice?

QUESTION; You said that th© Supreme Court could 

notice an error that was apparent on th© face of th© record.

MR. BABIN; Yes, sir. If there is a —

QUESTION; This does not include, you have already 

told us, that does not include the power to say there is not 

sufficient evidence her© upon which reasonable men and wcraen 

could find a verdict of guilty, they can’t review th&t?

MR. BABIN; They don’t review that. If there is an 

error that has been mad© by the court or th© attorneys or any 

error on th© patent on th© face of the record, they r«sview 

that of their own, on their own right.

QUESTION; Well, the federal constitutional rule, of 

course, is that if there isn’t any evidence at all, that th© 

conviction isn’t, going to stand. Now, I suppose th© do you 

suppose the Supreme Court of Louisiana is foreclosed by your 

own rules from following that standard?

MR. BABIN; Your Honor, it has the right to review 

the motion for a new trial which would have been filed in th© 

Dis triet Court.

QUESTION; Well, that can be mad© on the grounds of 

insufficient evidence, can’t it?

MR. BABIN; Wall, you can ask for a mistrial after
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fch© state has put on its evidence, then if that is not granted, 

then at the end of that you are allowed to put on evidence or 

to say that there was not sufficient evidence here and ask for 

a new trial —-

QUESTION: Well, how about after the verdict,, you

could make the motion for a new trial?

MR, BABIN; Yes, sir,

QUESTION: And you can make it on the ground that 

there was insufficient evidence?

MR, BABIN: Correct, sir,

QUESTION: .and if fch© motion is denied, 'the denial of 

that motion can b© reviewed in the Supr@n® Court?

MR, BABIN: Right, sir,

QUESTION: And hence the Supreme Court of Louisiana 

may review the trial judgments, the trial court’s judgment 

that there was sufficient evidence?

MR. BABIN; That is what I was saying earlier, sir. 

Once that motion has be©n made, the Supreme Court can review 

that motion that would make for a new trial, yes, sir.

QUESTION: Then if the appropriate motion for a new 

trial on that ground is mad®, then they have the same review 

that is traditional in all other state courts?

MR. BABIN: Yes, sir, they can then review that motion 

if it was denied, yes, sir.

QUESTION: And grant a new trial if they thought the
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District Court should have granted a new trial?

MR. BABIN; There should have been a nex* trial, that 

is correcto

QUESTION: Well, than it is just a difference in the

mechanism, not a difference in the substance?

MRo BABIN: Yes» I thought you meant that they could 

take it of their own right, just to look at the evidence — I 

thought that was the first question — and say, well, there is 

not enough evidence her®.

QUESTION: Well, I assume that when a person appeals,

h@ gives -the — h© tells the court his grounds for appeal, I 

would assume that.

MR. BABIN: Yes, sir.

The Governor of the State of Louisiana does have the 

right of commutation after there has been a review by th©

Board of Pardons. However, this is only to the benefit of the 

defendant. Th© -State of Louisiana sees no way where it cannot 

b© to th© detriment of the defendant himself, therefor® we do 

not see how it could be used in any way to do away with th© 

statute which the State of Louisiana has for first degree 

murder, second degree murder, or homicides which occur.

QUESTION: Mr. Attorney General, could I just clear 

up on® thing.

MR. BABIN: Yes, sir.

QUESTION: On the different responsive verdicts, first
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degree, second degree , and manslaughter, does the trial judge 

you may have answered this, but I don’t remember — 

instructed th@ jury as to the differences between those of

fenses ?

MR. BABIN: First, th® trial judge instructs th® jury 

as to the ©laments of th© crime which th© defendant is charged 

v?ith —

QUESTION: Which is first degree murder.

MR. BABIN: — and informs them that they must find 

that each element has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt. 

Then he informs them of th© law of the other responsive ver

dicts. Then h® --

QUESTION: Now, fill that in for me a little, what 

does he say on that particular subject?

MR. BABIN: Hs says if you do not find that the state

has proven this defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, all 

of the elements of first degree murder, then you are to return 

a verdict of not guilty. But if you find that th@y have not 

proven all of th® elements of first degree xtaarder, but they 

have prov©Ei all of ths elements of second degree murder, which 

h© has already given them the definition of — he gives3 them 

■the definition also — than you ought to find him guilty of 

second degree murder, and on down the line, giving the defini

tion of the crime and also th© elements that they ought to

find, you see.
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Th© Stat© ©f Louisiana is not her© arguing in a gen- 

era! sense, as the respondent or Mr. Amsterdam is. W® have a 

case which is involve! her® where a. man killed a one-armed man 

when h© was engaged in the perpetration of an. armed robbery.

In fact, he killed him whan it does not appear to the state 

that he even needed to kill him. This is a killing which has 

been presented to our grand jury and later t© our jury.

Your Honors, we ask that the Supreme Court, the 

Honorable Supreme Court, affirm this decision.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER; Thank you, Mr. Babin.

Your case is submitted, but along with, consideration of all 

the rebuttal material that will subsequently com© in.
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MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER; We will hear next: 75-5491 
and 6257 and 5706 , that, is Woodson and Wax ton v. North 
Carolina, and we will take fcher© up seriatum here.

Is counsel ready in 5491? Mr. Jamas, you may proceed.
ORAL ARGUMENT OF WILLIAM E. JAMES, ESQ.,

AMICUS CURIAE
MR. JAMES; Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please tha

Courts
Th© State of California is here as amicus curia®, 

and our concern and interest has been set forth, of course, in 
our brief, as th® interests of those who have joined with us.
We are concerned that these petitioners are not going to be 
content with trying to get this Court to hold unconstitutional 
the statutes that ar® presently before th© courts in these 
states, but that they also want an all-ancompassing decision 
of this Court declaring th© death penalty uncons!tutional per 
se and invalidting all statutes.

They seem to hold that -this Court should state that 
th© death penalty is cruel and unusual punishment, in violation 
of -the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments, and that it is im
permissible as to any crime# as to any circumstances, and as 
to all times it is impermissible.

We submit, as we pointed out in our brief, that there 
ar© a number of obstacles to this holding, not the least of 
which is fcha Constitution of the United States and its
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amendments, particularly the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. 
Also there are the many decisions of this Court in which im
pliedly or expressly the Court has exc©pt©d this punishment as 
a permissible form of punishment.

m would urge that at this time th© Court take th© 
opportunity? to hold in a case in which th© issue is presented 
to them that th® death penalty is not unconstitutional per s© 
and that it is not in violation of 'the cruel and unusual 
clauses in th© Eighth and Amendments.

We also urge that this Court take this opportunity 
that deems it advisable to lay down guidelines to aid the 
states and th© legislatures and Congress in devising acceptable 
standards for fch© position of this punishment. W@ think this 
will certainly aid th® caseload in the courts and prevent the 
states and the parties from coming back constantly for clari
fication and guidance in this difficult area.

Now* California has had a unique ©2cp@ri.en0e in this 
field. In 1972, th© people of th© Stats of California wax-© 
faced with the legal and constitutional dilemma that these 
petitioners would like to have reflected on a nationwide seal©. 
Th© California Supreme Court, contrary to a line of decisions 
in that court, some ©f very recent origin, held that the death 
penalty was rejected by society, that it was not serving a 
proper penal purpose, and that it was in violation of th® cruel 
or unusual provisions of th© state constitution•
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The response of th® people was fairly quick. Within 

a few months, a petition.was circulated for an initiative, and 

this petition obtained the signatures of almost a million 

qualified electors. This initiative would ha-® enabled th© 

constitution to have a provision that x^ould hold that th© 

death penalty was not to b® deemed cruel or unusual punishment.

In November of *72, the electorate passed this initi

ative by approximately 67 percent of those voting, over 

5,300,000 people voting to have this initiative ratified and 

the amendment made to the state constitution.

Now, we are certain that these petitioners are not 

going to be satisfied with th© declaration that the d«*ath 

penalty is unconstitutional just for their crimes of murder.

W@ ar© sure that they ar© going to demand that it is entirely 

unconstitutional for any crime, regardless of the enormity of 

th® crime and regardless of the legislative determination that 

there would be soma penal purpose served by its availability.

QUESTION? After th© amendment of your state cosasti- 

tution by initiative petition, Mr. James, did th© legislature 

act then?

MR. JAMES? YmSo

QUESTION % Mid what kind of a law, without going 

into minute detail, did it enact? One similar to any me of

these five that, we have bafor© us?

MR. JAMES? Well, I think it is somewhat similar to
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a group that were mentioned yesterday. It provided that the 

death penalty would ba imposed where a person was convicted ©f 

first degree murder and special circumstances had bean alleged 

and proved, and those special circumstances covered murder 

for hire, killing of a witness to prevent his testimony, 

killing of a police officer, knowing that he was a police 

officer in enforcement of his duties, a killing that was per

petrated deliberately and intentionally in the commission of 

certain felonies, such as rap© or robbery, buglary, child 

molestation, and kidnapping, and multiple murders.

QUESTIONS A single phase proceeding or a bifurcated 

proceeding?

MR. JAMES; A bifurcated hearing,

QUESTION; Before the same jury or two different

juries?

MR. JAMES; The same jury would ordinarily hear both, 

after the proceedings relating to the determination of guilt 

and any plea as to sanity.

QUESTION; Then in the second phase of the proceeding, 

there is- another evidentiary hearing, is there?

MR. JAMES; Yes, there can be evidence presented by 

both sides on the special circumstances issue. The statute 

also covered other crimes for which the death penalty might b© 

imposed.

QUESTION; Such as? What are they?
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MR. JAMES; Kidnapping for robbery, where, there is a 

death, train wrecking where there is a death, and killing by a

life termer, where there is a non-inmate killed.

QUESTION; Those all involve homicide —

24R. JAMES; They all involve homicide.

QUESTION; — or death.

MR. JAMES; There ar® two other statutes that were not 

amended that call for the death penalty, that were mandatory 

penalties, treason, penal cod®, section 37 --

QUESTION; Miat did you say th® second hearing center» 

around, the sentencing —

MR. JAMES; Th© d®termination of th© truth of th© 

allegations ©f th© special circumstances which ar© involved, 

whether .it was a murder for hire or --

QUESTION; But it- isn’t a mitigating or aggravating 

circumstance type of statuta?

MR. JAMES; No, and th® jury comes back with a verdict 

tru® or false, or not true, on th© special circumstances.

QUESTION: And th© penalty then is mandatory?

MR. JAMES: And ‘th® penalty is imposed by th© judge 

according to th© vardiet. If th© verdict comas back that th© 

special circumstances alleged ar© true, th© judgment is pro

nounced .

QUESTION: It doesn’t have to do with th© particular 

character of the defendant, but rather the circumstances of th©
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of£©ns©?

MR. JAMESs Y@s, that's rights the particular type 

of homicide that, is involved.

QUESTION? Wall, wouldn't that hav© been before the 

jury in the first phase of the trial?

MR. JAMES: It could wall be.
QUESTIONS Well, why wouldn’t it always be?

MR. JAMESs You mean the special circumstances?

QUESTIONS Y©S.

MR. JAMESs Wall, in addition to proof of guilt of 

first degree murder in the special circumstances, the defendant 

must have personally committed the crime, there must b© willful 

and deliberate killing, and

QUESTION: All of that would hav© bean before the 

jury in the guilt phase, wouldn’t it?

MR. JAMES: Not necessarily on a felony murder where 

the defendant may fo@ guilty of first degree murder but not a —

QUESTION: But normally the evidence shows what 

actually happened in this particular case.

MR. JAMES: Normally it would, y@s, Your Honor. And 

frequently in tha cases that have can© up, very little if any 

evidence has been presented at the second phase and tha jury 

has been instructed that they can consider the evidence —

QUESTION: Wall, is any kind of evidence admissible 

at that hearing, or is it limited to those particular issues
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or special circumstances.?

MR» JAMES: It is limited to the special circum

stances .

QUESTION? So that if the defendant didn't testify 

on the guilt stag®, is his criminal record admissible?

MR. JAMESs Not unless it is relevant to something, 

some aspect ©f th© cas©»

QUESTIONS Could he personally testify in th© second 

proceeding?

Ml. JAMES’: Oh, yes, h© certainly can testify.

QUESTION: Well, what would he have to say ■— as I 

understand it, what supports the death sentence in your state, 

under this new legislation, is not at all anything to do with 

the defendant personally, his background, his education, his 

previous record, but only the circumstances of th® offans© 

for which h@ has been found guilty, is that correct?

MR. JAMES: That is correct, Your Honor.

QUESTION: But there is a wider scop© of evidence

citation?

MR. JAMES: Yes, tbsr© would be.

QUESTION: I take it it would cover a case where 

fcher® wore two people convicted of murder and only on© of them 

fired th® fatal shot? and you might have a dispute as to which 

on© fired it# they would both fos guilty of murder, and the 

second hearing would determine that the one who actually fired
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the shot would suffer the capital punishment, is that th® 

kind of thing you had in mind?

MR* JAMES: Yas* Mr. Justice Sfesveas* and that was 

th@ first case that was tried.

QUESTION: But that dispute would continue into the 

second phase*. th© conflict between the co-defendants would 

certainly continue* if on© is going to be electrocuted and on© 

was not* but th® jury would have to resolve th® issue in th® 

second phase and need not resolve it in th© first phase * I 

take it?

MR. JAMES: They could be both guilty of first degras 

murder and th® question would b© whether, under the special 

circumstance allegation* it was shown that th© particular de

fendant personally committed th© crime deliberately and with 

pr emedit ation.

QUESTION: Some 43 defendants ar© under s©atone© of 

death in your state?

MR. JAMES: Approximately. I was advised last 

Thursday that another on® was convicted and the jury returned a 

true verdict in San Diego County* so there may fca 44.

QUESTION: 44.

MR. JAMES: They ®ar© all under the sentence for first

degree murder.

QUESTION: Do you know how many second-phases hearings 

have bean held? Row many capital convictions have there been?
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MR. O'AMES5 There have bean 43 or 44 capital convic

tions —

QUESTION: Well, I mean —

MRo JAMES: — whether the trials where the special 

circumstances —

QUEST.ION; ixi how many instances has somebody been 

found guilty of a crime for which death could b© imposed in 

the second hearing? Wall, to put it 'the other way, in how many 

instances has the second phase turned out that the death sen

tence was not imposed?

MR. JAMES: I don’t hav© the figures on that, Your 

Honor. There were numerous ones. There are instances where 

the jury was hung on the second phase.

QUESTION: Wall, tiler© must fca some where they — are 

there any where they didn’t impose death and weren't hung?

MR. JAMES: Where they didn’t impose death?

QUESTION: Yes.

MR. JAMES: No, there would ordinarily ba a second 

trial on the special circumstance hearing and a new jury se

lected under —
QUESTION: I know, but I take it that in the second

ph&s© the jury can cam®, back and say the special circumstances 

aren't present.

MR. JAMES: Well, then there is —

QUESTION: I know,but they may do that, can't they?
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I®. JAMESs Ok the a&cand?

QUESTION: Yes .

MR» JAMES: Oh, yes.

QUESTION: Wall, how many times has that happened?
MR. JAMES: I really would hesitat© to tell you, be

cause X dcast know if th@r© are any statistics from the 58 
counties on that. I know there ar© quite a number in Los 
Ange3.es County, where I com© from, and there are quite a number 
from up north, and I haws bean advised of Instances where 
ther© was a second special circumstance hearing because ©f ait 

initial first jury being hung ©n the issue.
QUESTION: What you are telling us is that the 

second jury doesn't rubber-stamp the process and simply declare 
all of thsra subject to the death penalty?

MR. JAMES: That is correct.

QUESTION: It is not always the same jury.

QUESTION: Well, tha second jury in the second pro
ceeding —

MR. JAMES: Yes, in the second proceeding.

. QUESTION: — the sarr.@ people?

MR. JAMES: You mean the jury in the second proceed

ing, that is right, they found tie defendants guilty and than 

have found not true the special circumstances. And second 

juries, where there has been a hang jury on the first in some 

instances, found the special circumstances not true.. But I
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havs no accurate figures or that matter at this time, Your 
Houor.

W@ submit that the death penalty is not impermissible 

under the Eighth or Fourteenth Amendments, and that it is not 
unconstitutional per se. That is our concern. W@ know that 

the respondents in these cases are going to discuss their 

particular statutes in relation to the attacks on it, but we 

fervently urge the Court to say that the death penalty is not 

an impermissible punishment, but that it is at least available 

to society in appropriate cases for its protection, and w© 

would sincerely urge that if th® death penalty is to be de

clared unconstitutional, that th® Court consider these various 

arguments. We also urge that if th© death penalty is to b© 

abolished, w® trust that it will be abolished in the manner 

contemplated by the Founding Fathers, and that is by the ex

pression of th® people to thair elected representatives in 

Congress and in th© state legislatures.

Unless th© Court has any further questions, X will 

submit my argument and thank you for th© opportunity to appear 

before you.

MR. chief JUSTICE BURGER; Very well, Mr. Jamas.
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ORAL ARGUMENT OF ROBERT Ho BORK, ESQ,,

AMICUS CURIAE
MR. BORKs Mr. Chief Justice, and may it pia&s© th©

Court;
Th© United States appears as amicus curiae in these 

cases because th® Congress has enacted and various Pres Meats 
have signed into law statutes that permit capital punishment 
for various serious crimes.

Th© constitutional argument mad® by petitionerss 
counsel in challenging capital punishment generally I think is 
rather diffused, in fact I think part of its persuasiveness 
arises from its diffusion, and I will try to sort out these 
various propositions that are being urged and attempt to show 
their inadequacy either singly or collectively to outlaw 
capital punishment.

To begin with, \m know as a fact that the men who 
framed th© Eighth Amendment did not mean — did not intend as 
an original matter to outlaw cpaital punishment because, as 
has bsea mentioned, they proscribed the procedures that must 
be used in inflicting it in the Firth Amendment. We know that 
•th© man who framed and ratified the Fourteenth Amendment did 
not intend to outlaw capital punishment, because they also 
discussed and framed the procedures that must be followed in 
inflicting it.

So we know as an original matter, as a matter of
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original intention, it is quite certain that the Eighth 

Amendment was not intend©d to bar the death penalty, and the 

Constitution contemplates its infliction.

Now, petitioners respond to this in their brief by 

pointing out that the Fifth Amendment also refers to -the in

fliction of being put twice in jeopardy of life or limb, and 

they say obviously the Eighth Amendment would bar disfigure

ment today. Of course it would, but X don’t think that avoids 

the argument from the constitutional text, because punishments 

for disfigurement are today regarded as cruel and unusual, 

precisely because the American people came to -that conclusion 

and legislatures stopped enacting such punishments. f>o that 

today X think the Court, if soma legislature in an aberration 

triad to direct such a punishment,would find it cruel and un

usual.

But the point is it was not judicial movement that 

made that change, it was an «volution in the standards of 

decency is?. American society.

Now, the Eighth Amendment, like some other provisions 

of the Constitution, doss have in it a principi® of ©volution. 

The intention of the framers, it sssms to me, is entitled fc© 

enormous respect, but on® cannot exclude th© possibility that 

crusl or unusual punishment means something different today 

than it meant then. But th© principle is ©ns of controlled 

©vlution. The amendment is not an uncontrolled delegation of
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power to th« judiciary to judg® punishments. There ar® cri

teria by which, feh© judiciary judges punishments. And I will 

■try to demonstrat© that the principle of evolution is applic

able here, which controls th© cas© here, not only does not 

outlaw the death penalty, but in fact affirmatively supports 

it.

Having done that, I will urge three other propositions! 

that are raised in an Eighth Amendment context by counsel, but 

I don't think belong -there and hence have no proper place in 

this case, but I will nevertheless discuss them.

I will suggest first that capital punishment is ra

tionally related to legitimate legislative goals of the deter

rence of crime end the expression of moral outrage among 

them? secondly, that capital punishment has has not been shown 

to b® inflicted, on th© basis of race, and that in any ©vent 

that question is irrelevant to th® issue of the type of punish

ment? and, thirdly, I will argu© that capital punishment is 

not outlawed because th® criminal justice system, which is 

mandated and permitted by th® Constitution, has elements of 

discretion in it which are intended to be a safeguard of the 

system.

Th© principle of ©volution that controls the meaning 

of the cruel and unusual punishments clause is that punishments 

may not be used which fall far outside the mainstream of our 

jurisprudence and which ar© rejected by the current moral
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consensus. That is consistent with the history ©£ the clause 

and th® cases this Court has decided under the clause.

Apparently, the cruel and unusual punishments clans® 

of tli© Eighth Amendment, lik® th® rest of the Bill of Rights, 

was adopted because the anti-federalists who-objected to the 

ratification of th® Constitution, posed a series of terrible 

imaginings about the coming tyranny that th® federal govern

ment would impose upon the citizens and th® states. And one 

part of the rhetoric employed was th© suggestion that feba 

federal government would us® torture, th© screw and th© rack, 

in enforcing its laws.

The Eighth Amendment promised that that would not 

happen. And since the federal government, of course, had no 

such intention and did no such thing, the Eighth Amendment 

became dormant from its adoption, which strongly indicates an 

understanding at th® time that th© clause was not to alter 

existing practices, but was to prevent intolerable innova

tions or reversions. Punishments native to our jurisprudence 

and still in use ware simply not touched by th© clause.

How, I think th© oases reflect that. W® have dis

cussed them at some length in our brief, but it was not until 

1909, in ' Weems- v. United States, that this Court struck 

down a punishment, and that punishment was cruel and unusual 

in every sense. It was a very cruel Spanish punishment, ©£ 

incredible severity, imposed there for false entries in

, ■*
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official accounts. Aad this Court said in that case* such 

penalties for such offenses amaze those who hav© formad their 

conception of th© relation of a state to even its offending 

citizens from th© practice of American commonwealths, and 

believe that as a precept of justice that punishment for crime 

should be graduated and proportioned to offense, and I think 

that is th© test ©£ the cruel and unusual punishments clause.

QUESTION: You do accept -that principle under the 

Eighth Amendment.» that punishments that are disproportionate 

or sufficiently disproportionate ar® impermissible in —

MR. BCRK: I do» Mr. Justice Whit©» I think that is 

quite correct. And I think this case, Weems», tells us what 

those words mean» cruel and unusual. Unusual means amazing 

in the light of feh® practice ©f the American commonwealths, 
wall outside the mainstream of our jurisprudence, as I was 

putting it before.

QUESTION: Thai, is a little different from —

MR. BCRK: Beg pardon?

QUESTION: That is a little differant from just

dia proportionality.

MR. BORKs No» no, that is unusual. I think cruel 

is where disproportionslifey comes in» Mr. Justice Whit©.

QUESTION: What you are saying» I take it» is that 

th© frequency or infrequency has nothing to do with the term 

unusual as used, in th© Eighth Amendment?
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MR. BCRKs I think that, is right, Mr. Chief Justice.

I think it is the infrequency of the typ© of punishment, that 

is, in Weemsw© had. cadena temporal, an extraordinary Spanish 

punishment, unknown to our jurisprudence, and that is why it 

was unusual, and not because it was only rarely inflicted.

QUESTION: How frequently was it inflicted in the 

Philippines, do you know?

MR. BCRK: I do not know, Mr. Justic© Stewart. But 

the Court didn't mak® a point of that. The Court made a point 

of the typ© of punishment it was.

Nov?, I think cruel, as the Court suggested in Weems, 

means a punishment which is amazing in its lack of proportion 

to the offense. I don't think the Court defines calibration, 

whether there is an exact propotion. I think it has to b© so 

wildly out of proportion that it becomes cruel.

QUESTION: It means that, perhaps, but it doesn't

mean only that. I mean, in other words, you would concede, I 

would suppose, that if a state imposed and inflicted capital 

punishment for jaywalking, it would b© cruel and unusual 

punishment, even though, as you submitted to us, capital punish 

meat p©r s© is not cruel and unusual? But it means — and that 

is your point now — but also what if a state said for the most 

heinous kind of first degree murders, w@ are going to inflict 

breaking a man on tfaa wheal and then disemboweling him while 

ha is still alive, and then burning him up, what would you say
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to that?

MR o BORE % I would say that -that practice is so ©at 

of step with modera morality and modern jurisprudence that th© 

state cannot retura to it. That kind of torture was precisely 

what the framers thought they were outlawing when they wrote 

tii© cruel and unusual punishment clause.

QUESTIONS So it is not just disproportionalityis

it?

MR. BORKs No, no. It is also that it is foreign to 

our jurisprudence, but that has become for some time and com

pletely out of step with our morality, which that has become, 

s© the stata could not revert to those kinds of punishments.

QUESTION? So you also accept judging the cruelty in 

the light of contemporary morality?

MR. BORKs I do indeed, Mr. Justice White. I accept 

that or I think however that one3 we have 35 legislators in the 

Congress of tha United States adopting a penalty, it is impos

sible to say that it is in conflict with current morality, be

cause I think there is no other source of current morality to 

which a court may properly look, that is it may not look to the 

writings of the more enlightened professors.

QUESTION? And. do you say th® same as to th© question 

of proportionality or do courts have some independent input, 

into that, question?

MR. BORKs I think th® proportionality would have to
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be judged on objective standards as well, that is not a — for

example, proportionality would be judged by the frequency with 

which legislatures choose. If one jurisdiction only suddenly 

imposed death for jaywalking or flogging for jaywalking, I 

think, looking across the spectrum of the American common

wealths and seeing that that was wildly out of proportion with 

every other jurisdiction, would be one way of judging propor

tionality,

QUESTION: So if enough legislatures pass a law, you

would say the courts have no basis to say that the penalty is 

disproportionate?

MR. BORKs I doubt very much, Mr. Justice Whit®, 

whether a court could —- disproportionateness depends in great 

part upon the moral undersan ding of the community. If the 

moral understanding of the community in a very widespread way 

views the punishment as proportionate, I don't know what 

independent source a court would have to look to.

QUESTION: I take it you ar© advancing this not as 

an original argument but simply in response to th© suggestion 

of th® petitioners in these cases and in th© prior cases that 

capital punishment is indeed out of step with present day 

thinking?

MR. BORK: I am indeed, Mr. Chief Justice.

QUESTION; You don't need to defend it affirmatively 

or no state needs to defend it affirmatively on that concept.
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does it?

MR. BORK: No, no, Mr. Chief Justice, that is pre

cisely my point. I think one© it is seen that it is within 

the moral standards of the community as shown by fch® legisla

tures of America, including the Congress, and once it is 

recognized that it is a traditional penalty in our jurispru

dence, I think the Eighth Amendment inquiry is at an end. In 

fact, I think this case is at aa end.

QUESTIONi Do you think w© should overturn Furman 

then, on feh© basis

MR. BORK: I was preparing to suggest that later in 

my argument, Mr. Justice White.

QUESTION: I thought so. But do you think it is re

quired by your argument?

MR. BORK: No, I don't think what I have said yet 

requires it, nor do I think that sustaining the validity of 

the statutes now before this Court requiras it, but I 'think 

other reasons make it desirable, and I would like to develop 

those when I discuss discretion.

QUESTION: That is consistent with the position of 

the United States in prior years.

MR. BORK: Mow, I think the tilings I have just said, 

it may have been possible, it was possible t© think differently 

about the moral standards of the American community, when 

Furman v. Georgia was decided. I don't think it. is any longer
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possible to think differently.

There were factual estimates, impirieal judgments 

made ia various concurring opinions in Furman v. Georgia which 

were fairly made but which subsequent ©vents have shown to be 

incorrect, and those propositions in Furman are now I think 

no longer available as prmises for constitutional judgment, 

and I would like to mention them briefly.

First, it was said because the statutes in Furman 

provided for discretion, whather ©r not to impos® capital 

punishment in that particular case, the legislative will is 

not frustrated if capital punishment is never imposed. We 

know now, I think, that that was not the meaning to foe drawn 

from the existence of discretion in the statutes. By reenact

ing death penalty statutes, many of them mandatory under cer

tain circumstances. Congress and 35 states have shown 'that the 

legislative will is f.-castrated if the death penalty is never 

imposed.

Discretion, was built, into the prior statutes to dis

tinguish between types of killings and types of killers. 

Congress and the legislatures of the states hav® shown that if 

Furman presses them to the choice, they prefer a mandatory 

death penalty to none.

Secondly, it was said in Furman that capital punish

ment is cruel because it. goes beyond what is necessary not only 

in degree but in kind. We now know that legislature after
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legislatur© thinks that capital punishment is necessary in 

degree and in. kind. Though I think that this Court cannot 

really look behind that legislative determination, in a moment 

I will try to show that the legislatures had every reason to 

think it was necessary. They made an eminently rational judg

ment.

Third, it was said in Furman again that tbs penalty 

is unusual because it is infrequently imposed. As I have just 

said in response to the Chief Justice, that seems to me not 

th® constitutional meaning of unusual. That unusual refers to 

the type of penalty, rare in our jurisprudence, like c-ad ana 

temporal in Weams, or like denationalization in Trop v„ Dulles.

Indeed, I don't think the death penalty is unusual 

in any relevant sensa. It is imposed in a number of casas 

each year. It is true that legislators and juries and judges 

restrict it t© th® most outrageous crimes, but I don't see how 

it can become unconstitutional because it is used carefully 

and sparingly, rather than across th© board.

Th© petitioners' argument it seems to me suggests 

that very broad categories of crimes for which the death 

penalty was mandatory would make it somehow more constitutional.. 

I think that is a very odd conclusion.

Now, we submit therefore teat the death penalty is 

clearly not a cruel and unusual punishment under the meaning of 

the Eighth Amendment. And I submit that the Eighth Amendment
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is not. a warrant, for requiring the states or the Congress to 

com® her© and justify affirmatively the punishments they wish 

to user? once it has been seen that the punishment is tradi™ 

tional, the ■—

QUESTION: Mr» Attorney General? what is your under™ 

standing of the meaning of disproportionality? You say that 

is on© of th© principle under the Eighth Amendment. Could 

you spell out what your understanding is of that rule? Dis™ 

proportionate to what? What difference does it make?

MR. BORK: Well? I think it is shown by Weems? in 

which this Court said 'that her® a man is given 15 years cadena 

temporal, which involves painful labor, not hard labor, in

volves wearing a chain on his wrist and ankle, h© is not 

allowed to sit with counsel, he is deprived of all rights of 

his family, and for th® rest of his life h@ has to live where 

the government tells him to, even after he is out, under 

surveillances, and the Court said to punish, to inflict that 

punishment for a false entry in official records, which can be 

done even if it is not shown to harm anyone, is just so out of 

disproportion with what American jurisprudence shows, American 

commonwealths just, don't punish that way.

QUESTION: Is that what it means or —

MR. BORK: Pardon m©? Is that a question —

QUESTIONs Is that what it means, or does it mean 

disproportionate to the offense? Those two are quite different
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things.

MR» BORK: I'm sorry, Mr. Justice Stewart, I meant 

disproportionate to the offense as shown by the proportions 

to offenses that the American commonwealths us®. We look — 

the Court says that wa look at what the American commonwealths 

do, and they have nothing as severe for this kind of an 

offease, maybe two years in prison.

QUESTIONS Apparently the state or the government

would gat out of imposing that offens®, it would get out of

it whatever you get out of imposing punishments, and you

think it is disproportionate is that you don't gat out of it

the injury inflict is disproportionate t© what return the

state can be expected to get? I mean, deterring false* entries

just isn't worth imposing that kind of punishment?
%

MR, BORK: It is regarded as immoral, but those are 

things the Court determined in Weems, not because it had some 

internal seal© of what is worth what, but because the Court 

looked to the practice of American governments and said 

American governments, state and national, do not impose penal- 

ties anything like that sever® for that kind of an offense, 

and this is just way out of proportion, it is aberrational.

QUESTION; That may have bean the evidence th©y 

looked to to determine whether what they got out of it was 

worth it, but that nevertheless, determining whether it was 

worth it was part of it, I tak© it?
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MR. BORKs Maybe part of. What. I am suggesting is 

that th© Court looked to «abjective external standards, rather 

than to any subjectiva feeling about whether it is worth it.

QUEST10W% Do you think it would be possible that 

the Court might have com© t© that same conclusion in Weems if 

there had bean a mora sever® crime , that is , bank robbery, as 

distinguished from manipulating figures?

MR. BORKs I d© not know, Mr. Chief Justice, because 

obviously — well, it might have coma to that conclusion in 

any event, because there simply was no American punishment 

like that for any crime. The wearing of chains and being 

aeatencad to painful labor and being deprived of the right of 

even to sit in the family councils, being deprived of all civil 

rights forever, being required to live where the government 

told you, forever uncisr their perpetual surveillance — these 

are just punishments that w@ don’t. inflict of any sort.

QUESTION: 'Well, don’t you think really that the 

Supreme Court in the Weems cas® at that time would have said 

that about a bank robbery, if that punishment had been in~ 

flictod for bank robbery?

MR. BORKs You mean it was cruel and -unusual?

QUESTIONS Y©s.

MR. .BORKs That is what I am suggesting, Mr. Chief

Justice, by saying that —
i

QUESTIONS That is cruel, I don’t know about the
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disproportionate.

MR. BORIC; Well, it, is unusual, certainly.

QUESTION: Sure» Well, it might hav© been unusual,

but not in — what about murder?

MR. BORK: Well, I have bean suggesting, Mr. Justice 

Whit®, that these judgments are mad® by two factors, is it a 

traditional punishment in cur jurisprudence, so that it is not 

unusual — and the answer to that is no, that is not unusual 

punishment, in our jurisprudence for any crime — and, secondly, 

is it disproportionate, and the disproportionate question is 

also judged by fch® practice of the American states and th© 

American national government, and it is disproportionate by 

those practices, even for murder. It is just a terribly un

usual crime.

But I don't think I have to argue that Weems would 

have goa© th® same way had murder been involved.

QUESTION: Am I correct in my understanding that 

©van is Weems the Court was not unanimous?

MR. BORK: There was a dissent by Justice White and 

Justice Holmes, I believe.

QUESTION: So Holmes joined th© dissent?

MR. BORK: Yes, h@ did.

I said I would, having said I think that — what I 

have said s© far I think disposes of th® case, because I think 

thara is no Eighth Amendment inconsistency here. And to g© on
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to the other arguments I think is to step into arguments that 

com® from different parts ©£ the Constitution and are not 

properly bafor© this Court.

QUESTION: Well, the Fourteenth Amendment, is embraced 

in tli® question, isn't it?

MR. BORKs I thought it was merely the cruel and un

usual punishments clause that we were judging, but perhaps 1 

am wrong. In. any event, I will g© on to the others.

I would like to discuss the of discretion,

because that seems to me to be the crucial part of petitioners * 

counsel's argument. And the argument appears to ba that the 

fact that at various states in the criminal justice system, 

people are entitled to make judgments renders the death penalty 

unconstitutional. X don't think there is any logic to that 

claim, and I don't think it is a constitutional proposition.

There ara a number of difficulties with it. On© is 

the utter implausibi1ity of the idea. Th© framers wrote a 

Constitution that, both recognised the death penalty arid man

dated a criminal justice system with discretion in it. I don't 

think it can be that they wrote a Constitution in which, on© 

part makes another part unconstitutional. The mind boggles at 

th® thought that th® Constitution is unconstitutional.

When two features have values which compete, they 

have t© be resolved, da® does not obliterate the other, yet 

that is exactly what we ar© being told happens h®r®. Every
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element of discretion that petitioners 3 counsel complains of 

is ©ithor permitted or compelled by the Constitution. That 

is tru® of the charging decision, it is true of the plea 

bargaining, it i.s -true of the power of th© jury to acquit 

despit© th® evidence —

QUESTION: Mr. Solicitor General, if I may just in- 

terrupt with ©n© question, it would b© helpful to me if in 

discussing th© subject of discretion you would differentiate 

between meeting th© argument that Mr. Amsterdam has advanced 

and masting th© holding of Furman, if on® can identify it, if 

there is a difference between them. Certainly discretion was 

significant in that holding, and I wonder if you are attacking 

th© decision or merely meeting an argument, or to what extent 

ara you doing on® rather than the other?

MR. BORK: Well, I think I am doing both, Mr. Justice 

Stevens. I am going to suggest that McGautha was correctly 

decided and that, it really is not quit® possible for McGautha 

and Furman to live together. And though it is not necessary 

for the decision of these cases, that we would be much better 

to overrule Furman and adhere to McGautha.

Th® states have been put to a choice by Furman that 

I think they ought not to h&v© b®@n put to. They have been 

put in the position of choosing their second preference in 

modes of imposing capital punishment, and som© of them have 

moved to mandatory statutes. I think that is unfortunate, and
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I think they ought to b® allowed to go back to a position in 

which they chocs® the form of statute that they think is just 

and efficient, so long as it meets due process requirements,

Mr. Amsterdam said yesterday that he thought 

McGautha and Furman could live together, and 1 take it that 

the argument that was mad® was that McGautha holds that jury 

discretion meets the requirements of due process. But Furman 

holds that while that may fc© true, the results of th® process 

ar® intolerable.

Now, I don't understand how a process which produces 

intolerable results can bs due process. So it seems to me 

that there is a nee©s3ary contradiction between those two 

cases.
QUESTION: Wall, they did involve, as you pointed 

out just a moment ago, two different provisions of the Consti

tution, (

MR. BORK: That is quite true, Mr. Justice Stewart, 

but that gets us back into th© position where the Constitution 

mandates discretion in a criminal justice system, and that 

discretion mandated by the Constitution renders illegal a 

punishment which th© Constitution recognises as legally allow

able.

QUESTION: Well, it certainly isn't an unusual situ

ation. it has something that is perfectly permissible under 

on® provision of th© Constitution and violates another provision
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of the Coastitution. Ther© is nothing unusual about that,

MR. BORKs I think this is unique, Mr. Justice 

Stewart. The Fifth Amendment and the Fourteenth Amendment say 

use due process of law when you impose the death penalty. To 

then say that the procedure by which you use du© process ©£ 

law makes it cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth 

Amendment, so that all along ther© was no death penalty, seems 

to me feo ba a logical impossibility.

QUESTION: Mr. Solicitor General, let me put another 

question ©n the table, and you cessment as you s@© fit as you 

go along on this matter of discretion. I ask pretty much the 

same question of Mr. Amsterdam. To what extent do you think 

Furman properly understood rests on the universe of crimes 

which merit the capital punishment? Is that relevant to try- 

ing to identify the precis© holding of Furman? Do you under

stand my question?

MR. BORKs I am not entirely sure that I do, Mr. 

Justice Stevens. If you m©aa —

QUESTION: Well, let me rephrase it a little bit.

Is the legal question precisely the same if you have on® 

narrowly defined capital offense in which there are the elements 

©f discretion in the process in the particular case, at the 

prosecutorial stag®, the clemency stage, the jury stag®, is 

that the same legal issue as a case in which the crime for

which the defendant is being charged is on© of several hundred
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crimes which bear a. capital ©££®ns®, all th® way,- ranging 

from rape through th® various offenses before th© court — 

that have b@©n before the court from time to time? Is th© 

discretion issue th© same in th© two different hypothetical 

cases?

MR. BORKs I would think that it was, Mr. Justice 

Stevens, at least at th© moment I don’t perceive any distinc

tion.

QUESTIONS If th© states single out one crime and 

said that th® killing of a polio© officer in th© line of duty 

and in the context of th© commission of a crime by th® killer, 

that that and only that would ba subject to mandatory death 

penalty, that there is th® same breadth of discretion, the 

same kind of an approach that were suggested in some ©£ the 

opinions in Furman would apply?

MR. BGRK: Ho, I don’t think it would, Mr. Chief 

Justice, but I taka it X was being asked whether the narrowness 

of the definition of 'th® crime or th© number of crimas mad® 

any difference in the existence of discretion, and I did not 

think so. I think th© type of statuta that you r©£@r to, of 

course, does avoid the objection that was made in Furman. That 

is why I say that these casas don’t require an overruling of 

Furman, but

QUESTION! Let me b© sure I understand. Your point 

is that for your argument, it makes no difference? You
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understand that it makes a difference in interpreting the 

affect of Furman on what we have to do with these cases?

MR. BORK: I'm sorry, Mr. Justice Stevens, I —
f

QUESTIONS Do you think Furman rests at all on th® 

wide variety of crimes which bore the death penalty?

MR. BORK: I didn't think so. I thought it rested 

upon the number — in part, as well as upon discretion, in 

part upon th© empirical judgments I discussed about what the 

legislative will was, and that is why I tried to say that 

those empirical judgments, while they were plausible or argu

able at th© time, and since been disproved, so I think that 

part, of Furman is undermined.

QUESTION: Then could you tell me on© thing before 

you finish: If it is not necessary to overrule Furman to 

decide these cases, as the government contends they should be 

decided, why not? Why is not Furman controlling?

MR. BORK: Because I think Furman refers to stand

ard less jury discretion, that is all it really applies to. I 

think th® statutes that have been enacted in r©spaas© to 

Furman now put standards into the process and therefor© is not 

necessary to overrule Furman..

But I think counsel mad© it plain thathe objects to 

every element of discretion in th© system, not just jury dis

cretion. He objects to them collectively and, if I understood 

him correctly yesterday, he objects — he would object to them
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singly. The power of aa ©K@cuti.ve to exercise clemency alone 
would reader -- if that ware the only element of discretion — 

rould render the death penalty unconstitutional.

There is apparently no way, according to this argu

ment , that anybody could d@vis© a system of justice in which 

anybody used any judgment about the thing which could then in

flict the death penalty. The system — th® only system that 

would meet counsel's objections would b@ ona that was so rigid 

and automatic and insensitive that it would be morally repre

hensible, and then apparently it would meet the moral stand

ards of the Constitution.

The instance of discretion that McGautha recognized, 

that are built into our system, were built in progressively to 

make the system safer, and progress in criminal justice has 

occurred precisely by multiplying th© instances and the stages 

at which discretion can b© exercised.

As th© system now stands, it is utterly impossible 

for on© person or for several persons, acting freakishly or 

capriciously, out of malice or prejudice or stupidity, to in

flict -the death penalty. At every stage, it is possible for a 

small group and sometimes for on© parson to prevent imposition 

of th© penalty.

Counsel's real complaint is nest that anybody is 

freakishly convicted and executed but, rather, that some 

murderers are freakishly spared and given life imprisonment.
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Ia othar words, th© fault in th® system which makes it uncon
stitutional to inflict th© death penalty is that it ©rtrs, if 
it errs at ail, on th© side of mercy and the sid© of safety, 
and that is what we are told makes it unconstitutional.

The more counsel explains that argument, th© less I 
understand it. Yesterday h® said that it was true that all 
these careful procedures that w©r© worked out by th© states 
and by the federal government help some defendants, but, h© 
said, that means- by intellectibl© logic that th© procedures 
disadvantage others. I have seldom heard logic m©r@ 
intellectibl©.

It is impossible to s@© how these procedures disad
vantage anybody, because th© persons who ar® not spared ©r© 
not mad® worse off. They were certainly not disadvantaged by 
the existence of a chance to ©scape the death penalty. Th® 
argument I think is specious. But thera ar© other defects in 
it.

These arguments that ar© mad© against the death 
penalty could be made against any ©thar form of punishment. 
There is not on® of them that do not apply to life imprison
ment.

Now, the sola answer that counsel gives to this is 
that capital punishment is unique, it is different. Of course, 
it is different. Life imprisonment is different from a year 
imprisonment. Life imprisonment is different from a fine.
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QUESTION? But it is different in kind from any 

term of imprisosmeat, is it not, in two or three different 

respects? At least it is wholly retrievable, for ©n@ thing —

MR. BORK: Wall, I suppose —

QUESTION: — by contrast to any term of imprison-

meat?
MR. BORK: Mr. Justice Stewart, I don’t know how & 

life spent in prison is —

QUESTION Well, if you made a mistake, you can can

es! it —

MR. BORK; Oh, I see.

QUESTION; *— and undo it.

MR. BORK; You can undo it to the extant you sat him 

frea when you discover the mistake, but the years are gone.

QUESTION; That’s right. And it wholly discards any 

notion of rehabilitation, of course. It is different, in that 

respect.

MR. BORK; It does that.

QUESTION; And it is different in other respects, is 

it not, not in degree but in kind, it is, and —

MR. BORK: Well, I would suggest as to that, Mr. 

Justice Stewart, there is only one respect in which it is not 

different, and that is in contemplation of the Constitution, 
because the Constitution provides for it, with imprisonment.

It draws no line between them. A legislative. li^@ can be
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drawn between them, but I don’t think a constitutional line 
can be drawn between them.

Capital punishment is also differant in one other 
respect, which I would like to come to, if I h&v© time. It is 
different in that it deters more than any other punishment. 
There ®r© scene categories of criminals who cannot be deterred 
any other way. For ©sample, the man serving life imprisonment, 
and he knows it is a real life term, has no iacaativ® not to 
kill, and some of them have don© so. h man who has committed 
an offense which carries life imprisonment, but who has not 
yet been apprehended, has no incentive not to kill to escape 
and to commit other crimes, except the prospect of a death 
penalty.

So that, as th© ultimate sanction, capital punish
ment is unique, it is different in the sense that it deters 
more and thereby saves more innocent lives, and it is unique 
in that it upholds the basic values of our society symbolic
ally and internalizes thsra for us mor© than any other punish
ment.

So its uniqueness I think is something that has to 
b@ weighed in favor of th© punishment as well. But I return 
to my point that I don't think it is unique in the constitu
tional s®nse. In fact, the argument for its uniqueness was 
mad® yesterday, was that w® recognize it is unique because w© 
surround it by so many precautions, procedural safeguards that
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other punishments don't have.
Well, I think that is true although I don’t see why 

the very existence of precautions makes it. unconstitutional, 
what we were told. Presumably the same thing would happen if 
we began to add the same precautions to life imprisonment, it 
would become unconstitutional, because we recognize its unique
ness .

QUESTION: A good many of these precautions, as you 
have described then, ware generated by the opinion of the Court 
in, the Furman case, the five cases now before us.

MR. 30RK: That is entirely true, Mr. Chief Justice.
I think that the Furman case did take a step, and the attempt 
of the legislatures to comply with that case is now what is 
said to make their efforts unconstitutional. Apparently we 
are told that the only way they could have had a chance is to 
corns back with a sweeping mandatory death statute for all 
kinds of crimes, which would make it not unique, which seems 
to me a very strange position.

But I want to say something about the — I think what 
I have said so far is sufficient to dispose of this argument 
of discretion and what makes the statute unconstitutional. I 
want to say something else. We have been assuming, and 
petitioners9 counsel have fossa assuming that discretion means 
arbitrariness and capriciousness. In using those as synonyms,
they are.not.
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There is really no reason to assume -— certainly 

McGautha didn't assume it, and certainly our criminal juris

prudence doesn't, assume it — there is no reason to assume 

that the men and women, lawyers and judges x*ho man our criminal 

justice system, and the ordinary people who man the grand 

juries and the petit juries, do not take their responsibilities 

in capital cases seriously, and that they do not share and re

flect a general social understanding of when a crime is serious 

or heinous.

Petitioners' counsel's argument really requires him 

to convince this court that the more serious the issue, the 

more capricious will be the jury, and that the more standards 

that are given to a jury, the less they will heed any stand

ards. I think that is a reverse argument.

As I said, our system of justice rests upon the 

thought that people do take their obligations seriously in the 

system. McGaufcha specifically rested upon that point. And 

the evidence' suggests that the framers were right to require 

a jury as a way of eliminating caprice and arbitrariness.

We cited the Stanford Law Review note in our brief, 

which discusses jury behavior in capital cases, it. finds a 

rational and consistent pattern. We have discussed the book 

by Messrs. Kalven and zeisel, "The American Jury."

Mow, to support his argument that there is caprisa 

and freakishness and arbitrariness throughout the system at
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any time a judgment is to be made, petitioners' counsel really 

ought to have more than assertion in adverse. He ought to 

come in here with a study for the entire Nation comparable in 

seriousness and scope and depth to what Stanford did for 

California. He ought to come in here with studies not only 

for the juries but for every stag© in the discretionary pro

cess, if we are to be told to believe that there is no sense 

to this process.

The evidence is that there is sense to the process. 

The assumption of our system is that there is sens® to the 

process, and we have nothing to indicate that there is not.

QUESTION: Mr. Solicitor General, did not the Stan

ford study show a bias against th© blue collar worker as 

opposed to th® white collar worker?

MR. BORK: Well, they thought so. Professor Kalven, 

who wrote th® introduction to that study, noted that he thought 

that their judgment on that issue was corrupted somewhat by 

their desire to find a constitutional argument against capital 

punishment, and he thought that that was not really an accurate 

conclusion to draw and that there were other explanations for 

it.

In any event, I don't think that that you see, if 

we found a bias of any kind in the system, I don't know what wa 

would do. It wouldn't be an argument for this case, and this 

goes to racial bias as well as to any other, becauss if it is
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true that capital punishment is inflicted disproportionately 

by s©x or by race or by social economic group, because of 

bias, not because of other reasons, then — and that hasn’t 

been shown around here — then it must also be true that all 

other punishments are inflicted with equal bias, because it 

is the same prosecutors, the same jurors, th© same people 

drawn from the same community, the same judges, the same 

governor, and I doubt that if we saw a skewing of th© system 

according to some bias that any court would outlaw all punish

ments for all crimes. We would attack the bias institutionally 

and in other ways to try to eliminate its effects on the 

system. But it is an irrelevant question to the question of 

what punishment you use.

And indeed in our brief —■ I doubt that I will have 

time to reach the point, but we do discuss, and petitioners' 

counsel comes back with an attack upon our discussion, which X 

still think is correct. The evidence of racial bias I think 

is not here. There is some in some studies in the past in th© 

deep South at a time when blacks were systematically excluded 

from grand and petit juries. I don't think there is enough 

hare anyway to carry the bias argument.

But in any event — and I would point out that the 

Ehrlich study on deterrence, which we are told is so worthless 

that it may hs utterly disregarded, a point with which X dis

agree, we are told worthless. That study is a masterpiece of
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sophistication, compared to these rather trivial studies of

racial discrimination we are asked to rely upon. But I don't 

want to get onto 'that, point, because I wish to conclude the 

point about discretion.

I have examined the discretion point and I have sug

gested that I think th© states should be free to make their 

first choice about how the death penalty should be decided 

upon, and I have suggested that I don't think Furman and 

McGautha can pull it together, and that Furman suggests, al

though it is not necessary, that Furman should be over-ruled.

The odd thing about this case is that petitioners' 

counsel argues that the criminal justice system is too imper

fect to permit th© death penalty at precisely that moment in 

our history when th© system has more procedural safeguards 

than at any other time in the history of Anglo American Law. 

Indeed, that i3 his complaint about it, too many safeguards.

The better our system becomes, the angrier its op

ponents become. The real claim her© is that the criminal 

justice system cannot inflict tha death penalty so long as 

human beings arc; running the system and making any judgments . 

Whatever that may be, that is not a constitutional argument.

Ultimately, these five cases are cases about demo

cratic government, the right of various legislatures of the 

United Statos to choose or reject, according to their own 

judgment, according to their own moral sense and that of their
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peoplet th© death penalty, in accordance with the Constitution, 

this Court, speaking through Mr. Justice Black, once before I 

think gave the correct answer to that question in Robinson v. 

United States. The Court said it is for Congress and not for 

us to decide whether it is wise public policy to inflict the 

death penalty at all. Vfe do not know what provision of law, 

constitutional or statutory, gives us power holding to nullify 

the clearly expressed purpose of Congress to authorize th® 

death penalty. Because of a doubt as t© the precis© congres

sional purpose in regard to hypothetical cases, that may 

never arise,

That statement of the Court, we submit, was true 

throughout our history, and it is as true today as it was when 

Robinson was decided. Th© large majority of American states 

and the. Congress of the United States have reaffirmed their 

judgment that capital punishment is both moral and necessary, 

and all that is said here by petitioners* counsel is that 

these legislatures and th® people they represent have behaved 

immorally and unwisely. That is not th® test of th© Eighth 

Amendment.
This case is merely th© latest in a continuing sarias 

seeking to obtain from this Coux't a political judgment that 

th© opponents of capital punishment have been unable to obtain 

from the political branches of government. Th® United States 

asks that the constitutionality of the death penalty to be
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upheld .

QUESTIONS Mr» Solicitor General, you haven't had an 

opportunity to address in your oral argument the issue of de

terrence. I recognize, of course, that the statistical data 

can foe construed ia various ways, and I would agree -that it is 

per*haps not controlling or conclusive. Yet I would invit® 

your attention to some figures and then ask you a question.

I have before me the 1973 report of the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation. It states that ia .1968, 15,720 people were 

murdered in this country? in 1973, the latest year reported 

in this report, 19,510 people were murdered — that is an in

crease of 42 percent; ia gross numbers, that is an increase of 

5,790 people. I do not have the more recent figures» I think 

I have read in the press that they show some slight down-trend.

It is perfectly obvious from these figures that we 

need sera® way to deter the slaughter of Americans. I us© the 

word "slaughter” because that word was used in connection with 

the disaster in Vietnam, in which 55,000 Americans were killed 

over a six or seven-year period. If the FBI figures are cor

rect, there were more Americans killed in this country, 

murdered, than there ware on the battlefields of Vietnam.

Would you car® to comment, ©laborat® or state your views with 

respect to th@ deterrent, effect, if any, of the death sentence?

MR. BORKs Mr, Justice Powell, it seans to ma that 

it cannot rationally be questioned that the death penalty has
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a deterrent effect. Mankind has always thought that through

out its history. W© kaowf as a matter of common sense and 

common observation, w@ know that all other aspects of human 

behavior, as you raise the cost and the risk, the amount of 

the activity goes down. I don’t know why murder should be any 

different.

I wouldn’t have thought that anybody would hav© 

doubted that or listened to a couple of academicians who 

doubted it. And we introduce tha Ehrlich study and the Yunker 

study only to show that there is respectable academic evidence 

on the side of deterrence. But I would have thought that it 

is common sens©, and I would hav© thought that in fact the 

judgment of the legislatures of this country, that they think 

it deters, is enough — it is a rational judgment — vie think 

it is enough for this Court.

And I must say, at a time when international and do

mestic terrorism is going up, at a time when brutal murders 

are going up, it; is an awesome responsibility to take from the 

states what they think is a necessary deterrent and save a 

few hundred guilty people and thereby probably condemn to death 

thousands of innocent people. That is truly an awesome respon

sibility.

QUESTION? Granting all of that, Mr. Solicitor 

General, not that it matters in this case, but feh© death penalty 

for drug hasn’t done much good, has it? You would just put
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that as an ax caption to the rule, wouldn't you?
MR. BQRKs Oh, no, 210. Mr. Justice Marshall, many 

things affect —
QUESTION: I mean it didn't deter the drug people at

all, did it?
MR. BQRKs I don't know how on® could say that it did 

not. You can’t deter perhaps an existing addict, which may fc 
the reason for Robinson v. California, but it is not at all 
clear that you can’t deter people from becoming addicts, from 
taking th© first step.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Thank you, Mr. Solicitor
General.

Mr. Amsterdam.

(The Rebuttal Argument of Anthony G„ Amsterdam 

appears in Case Number 75-5431„)




